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Dr. B.H. KAPADIA

CHARACTERISTIC ACTIVITIES OF INDRA

Indra alone is invoked in the Rg-veda in about one-fourth of the

hymns-. He is invoked in about 250 hymns. Thus, he is addressed

far more than any other god; for, he is the favourite national god

of the Vedic people. He is more anthropomorphic on the physical side

and more invested with mythological imagery than any other member

of the pantheon. Indra appears in the Rg-veda as the national god of

a warring and conquering people. Both from his actual position as a

war god and his inherited task as the liberator of the water, it follows

that his physical side is more developed than his moral character or his

intellectual attainments. Compared with his over whelming physical

character Indra's intellectual and moral attributes are not so imposing*

The lack of purely moral attributes is in a way made up by Indra's quali-

ties as a hero in war and battle. As a god of war his foremost enemy

is Vrtra, Hence he is called Vrtrahantama. Vrtrahan, etc. When

he starts on the compaign of fighting with Vrtra he is accompanied by

his friends - the Maruts and his flying victory is as a result of his drink-

ing three hundred lakes of soma. In the invigoration of soma Indra

achieves his victory over Vrtra. In the same manner, the magical craft

of the rta gives strength to Indra to bring about the opening of the vala.

In Indra, the elemental powers of physical nature are embodied, in

Agni the cult of the Vedic age, in Varuna moral forces moving the heart

and soul of the Aryans have been revealed. If Varuna rules over the

spiritual sphere^ Indra dominates over the material .plane. If Varuna

is rtap3, rtasya dharta^ Indra is somapa, somapfitQina. Just as ghee

is offered into the fire as an oblation so soma is offered to Indra as an

oblation.
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10.55.3 states that Indra looks on us with thirty-four fold light.
1

1.102.2 informs us that the Sun and the Moon are witness to us about
the fame of Indra.* Later on, Indra is called sahasraksa 'thousand-

eyed
9

(AV. IV. 20.4, sahastakso devah). He is sun-eyed (1.16. l;10.48.3)
s

.

Indra fashions unharmful luminaries (1.55.6)
4

. Indra brings the Sun
from the West to the East (10.171.4)

5
. He is rtapah (3.47.3).

Indra makes the Sun to ascend the heaven (1.7.3;51. 4;52.8). His
two horses are the emblem for the Sun (2.11.6). He is the winner of
the Sun (svarscf) (3.344). He is svarvit (3.51.2). He is surasya janita

(3.49.4). He illumines the Sun (8.3 6;87.2). AV. 7.52 2 informs about
the day of Indra. He supports the Sun in heaven (8 12.30). His

power is held by the heaven, earth, mountains, water and the Sun

(8.15.2). He has found the luminary for the men (8.15.5)
6
. He wins

Svar (8.65.4; 2.12.1; 10.167.2; 43.5). He covers himself with the beauty
of the Sun (10.112. 3).

'

Indra's characteristic epithet is vrtrahan having its parellel in

Avesta in the word verethragna- The Armenain vahagna might have
come from Iran. It is curious to observe that in the Avesta there is no

corresponding word for Indra.

Often in connection with the killing of Vrtra it is said of Indra
that he allowed the Sun to rise or to have fixed the heaven. For, in

1.51.4 it is said: You have opened the confinement of the waters.
You have seized the treasure consisting of moisture in the mountain.
When, O Indra! you had slained the serpent with your strength, then

you had allowed the Sun to rise up in the heaven so that one can see it
8
*

Also in 1.52.8 : O Indra ! when you bring together your mental strength
you killed the Vrtra with the steed and found out an exit for the waters
for men. Then you take up the iron vajra in the hand, you make the
Sun firm in the heaven so that one can see it. 2.13.5 : You made the
earth bend low in order to see the heaven. You, the killer of the ser-

pent, make the paths for the rivers free. 9

1. catustrim&ata purudha vi caste.

2. asms xuryacandramasabkicakse.

3. suracaksasah.

4. jyon/nsi krnvann avrkani yajyave.

5. tvam tyam Indra suryam paSca $antarn puraskrdhi.

6. yenajyotlmsyayave manaye ca viveditha.

7- varcasa suryasya Sresthai rupais tanvam spar0yasva.
8. ahim ad it suryam divy archayo dr$e.

9. adhakrnoh prthivlm samdrSe dive yo dhautinam ahihann arlnakpathah.
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Allowing the Sun to mount up or the winning of the Sun is at

times referred to in the hymns during which the Maruts strengthen Indra

for battle. 8.89.3 and 4 state : Offer, You Maruts, your prayer to the

great Indra may the killer of Vrtra, of hundred-fold wisdom, strike

Vrtra with the thunderbolt of hundred edges. You bold in spirit, may
you strike boldly the stroke. Even great fame may be for you. Let

the motherly waters flow swiftly. May you kill Vrtra, conquer the

Sun. 10

At times, the creation of the Sun is joined with the dawn and
the Heaven. 6.30.5: You (allow) the water (to rush forth) through
the gate on all the sides. You, Indra, break open the firmness of the

mountain. You will be the king of the world, of the people, generat-

ing at the same time the Sun, the heaven and the dawn. In 1.32.4:

O Indra ! when you kill the firstborn serpent and then overpower the

magic of the magicians. Creating heaven and dawn thence forward

you have not found any enemy anywhere.

In 1.55.6 the appearance of the heavenly luminaries is combined
with: Making the heavenly luminaries foeless for the sacrificer the

great wise one has send down the water in order that they may flow.

In 2. 11. 18 in the first instance, when Aurnavabha is mentioned along
with Vrtra in the Vrtra-fight we have to think of the light that is encom-

passed.
CO Hero! put on strength by which you kill Vrtra, the Danu

Aurnavabha. For the Aryan you uncover the light. The Danu remains

lying to the left.' 2.12.7 states about Indra : He who created the Sun,
the dawn. He who is the leader of the waters. Here also for the

poet the creation of the Sun and the dawn occur along with the leading
of the water. 11

In other passages the killing of Vrtra is associated with the exten-

sion and the establishment of the heaven, and the earth. In 1.56.5,6:

When you extended the unshakable support, you have placed with

strength the mid-air in the frame of the heaven. O Indra !

you allowed the current of the water to go forth. O Indra ! O power-
ful one ! with strength you have placed the heaven and the earth in

their proper places. In the invigoration of the pressed soma you have

allowed the water to flow. 5.29.3 concludes : Indra killed the serpent
after he had drunk of this (soma}. Then verse 4 continues : Then he

kept apart the two worlds. Although envelloped he made the beast

10. vrtram hanati vrtrahfi . hano vrtramjaya svah.

11. yah suryam ya usasamjajana yo apam net a.
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fearful. " 8.89.5 also is concerned with the Vrtra-fight. When t]

unparalled lord of the gifts was born as the killer of Vrtra. Then y<

spread out the earth, then you supported the heaven. In 5.31.6

mentioned the seperation of heaven and earth with the acquisition
water. The poet states O you mighty one! when you rendered tl

two worlds separate, conquering for men the moist glittering wate

In 3.309 the establishment of heaven and the earth and the release <

the water are mentioned together. At the end of the killing of Vrt]

it is said : You have placed the moving, great, unlimited ear
1

in her place. The bull supports the heaven, the mid-air. Urged t

you the waters should flow forth. Similarly it is said in 1 .103. 2.
ls t

establishes the earth and spreads it out. After he has killed the Vrti

with the Vajra he sends foith the waters. In 3.34.8 the acquisition <

the waters is along with the acquisition of heaven and earth. "He wt
obtains the Sun and the divine waters. He who wins the e^rth an

the heaven. These delightful hymns gladden Indra."

In connection with the spreading of the space, the heaven th

earth the establishment of the mid-region at times is mentioned eve
the establishment of the mountains and in these cases invariably
mentioned the release of the waters and the killing of the Vrtra. Tht
2.17.5 : With the strength he makes the mountain leaning to the earl

to bend low. He makes the water active. He establishes the a

nourushing earth. With magic power he supports the earth so that :

may not fall. In 6.30.3 : Even just to-day, even just now, this is th
work of the waters. O Indra ! since you have dug out a path fc

them. Like flies the mountains sit down. O very clever one ! throug
you the regions are made firm. 2.15.3 : Like dwellings he has measure
with measure the eastward bending mountains. With Vajra he pierce
through the sources of rivers. He allowed them flow according to desir

along their far extensive paths. Indra has done this invigoration of Soms
In 2.12.2: He who made the trembling earth firm, he who made firr

the shaking mountains, he who measured the mid-regions, he wh
strengthened the heaven, he, ye men, is Indra.

In the following verse (212.3) Vrtra-fight is referred to first an.

then the opening of vala and other deeds of Indra. In 3.30.4 the esta
blishment of the mountains is referred to at the end of the killing o
Vjtra. Then you indeed continuously strike at the Vrtra and mov
about shaking the unshakable. According to your order the heavei
and the earth stand, and the mountains like a measured out pillar.

1 *

12. ad rodasl vitaram viskabhayat samvivyanaS cid bhiyase mrgam kah.
13. sa dharayat prthivlm paprathac ca vajrena hatva nirapah sasaraja.

*

14* tava dyavaprthivlparvataso 'mi vrataya nimiteva tasthuh.
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1

In one of these' passages one can see a reference to the legend
about the cutting off the'^ings of the mountains, (cf.2.12.2; 17.5; 6.30.3),

MS. 1.10.13 first refers fo>i# The mountains were the first offsprings

ofPrajapati. They were endowed with wings.- They flew and came
down wherever they desired. Therefore, the earth Was shuddering.
Indra lopped off the wings. He made firm the earth with' these. The

wings became the clouds. Therefore, these always move towards the

mountains as they are their place of origin. As the container of water
mountains play an important role in the Vrtra myth-

Jn 8.3.20 the appearance of the fixe, the Sun, soma are referred'

-ito astfte result of the destruction of Vrtra, The fire shone forth, the

the Sun shone forth, the soma juice shown forth, you have blown off

tthe greal; serpent out of the mid-region. O Indra 1 you have done
these manKy deeds.

In the 'fight with Vrtra Indra is strengthened by the soma drink.

-ThereQTe in 6.72-1-3 the activity of world arrangement and the killing

,*&{ YrttfUfre ascribed to Indra-soma. O Indra-soma 1 this greatness of

you two i& great. You two have performed the first great deeds. You
two have found the Sun. You two have found the $unlight. You two

.have conquered :aSl darkness and the slanderer. O Indra-soma ! You
two have illuminated he dawn. With lustre you two have roused up
the Sun. You have supported the Heaven on a support, you have

spread out the mother earth. O Indra-soma ! You two have killed .the

serpent that encompassed the waters, the Vrtra. The heaven allowed
t

.of you two. You two have set in motion the waves of rivers. You two

.have extended for the many o.eeans.

As in 3,30.9; 1.103.2; 3.34.8; (6.72.1-3 the connection of the world

arranging activity of Indra with the release of the waters is loose so

that it is not certain whether tbe^poet assumes a periodical connection

between them or merely arranges in a series the different valorous deeds

.-of Indra. The creation of the Sun, the dawn, the spreading of the

earth, tlae establishment of tjie (

heciven and the mid-regioifi are often

ascribed to Indra without that ,jn any way the Vrtra fight or the release

.-of"the water would be referred along with. it. Thus :

,3.89.17 : You allow the Sun to ascend heaven..

.98.2 : You allow the Sun to shine.

.21.3: He has spread out darkness so that -it cannot be found ouC

-Through She Sun he has so fashioned k that o&e can.seje.it.

2
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S;r27SDr: 'When you established the Sun, the bright
'

light
Lfc heaven

then o&tj all the worlds have freen fixed in 'you.

8.76.4: This one (Indra) accompanied by the Mariits"hfe%oa the light,,

221.4: Indra, the adorable, produced the Sun,
1 the'-d^vn.

^.'44.2 : You Callow the dawn to shine radiantly, >ydfc allow the S#e^Q
shine beamingly. Indra has established heaven 4k&t yields gQ&ia&d
tfoe^old coloured earth.

3 3218- (Indr^) who has established this^e'afth'^d this lieave;43 3 hj& who
has produced the Sun and the dawn. fe ts<df%onderful

8.3.6: Withjyour might Indra'-3 with x

ybat strength sye&& out the

two worMs. Indra allows vtke'Sun
:

to dhfee,

8.51.B : "When he support^ the extdtt&d heaven thee^ofy the dweller

in the earth was born.

3.39.4 : calls Ind*a 'the sup'jvtfte'r'of heaven the ugfiser of the back of
the mid-*$gion,....... the suppoxttir <of the nights, & creater of the Sun.

Generally, where the world fashioning d^eds of Indra are descri-

bed in general, the cofrnedtioto of the Vrtra-m jth remains doubtful since
as \ve had seen, Indrii e^e'Cutes the same activity even after the open-
ing of the hollow of btfa. Both the m&ths even though they possess

principal characteristics in common; the object of the fight in the one
is the water, the objjest in the other is title cows and these are different

so that the poet occasionally mixes oi*e with the other. 2.19.2 descri-

bes the Vrtra-fight. Even the next stanza (2.19 3) treats even of the
same but there an observation is added which can be connected only
with the vala myth . This great Indra, the killer of the serpent, drives

the wave of the water towards the ocean. He creates the Sun, he finds

the cows, he accomplishes his activities through the glimmer of the day.
If it were to treat alone of the killing of the Vrtra or with the opening
of vala one can be convinced that the world arranging activity of Indra
can be always looked upon as the last event in the fight with the demon.
This certainly corresponds to the characteristic of a god whoi-e activities

are warlike. Occasionally, without reference to Vrtia fight or vala

fight (in 8.76.4) is mentioned the winning of the Sun. 15

Hillebrandt in consonance with his conception of the Vrtra-fight
which treats the illumination of the Sun or the dawn connects the pas-
sages with the reobtainment of the Sun at the end of the winter. He-

questions tfrpse assertions which partly deal with Vrtra fight, partly deal
with the^gening of vala, and partly dealing in quite general manner.

15., apam ha yena va Idam svar nwrutvcitu jitam.
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It wotuld be better to restrict ourselves with passages in which there is

the talk of the activities of Indra in connection with the Vrtra fight.

According to Hillebrandt's suggestion it can only lay claim to sentences

Jike suryam divyarohayo drse 1.51.4, yah suryam ya usasam jajana
2 12.7, sakani suryam janayan dyfim usasam 6.30.5, at suryam janayan
dyam usasam 1.32.4, jaya svah 8.89.4 even though the creation of the
heaven would be a sort of striking expression. Hillebrandt's suggestion
does not apply to 1.52.8 where it is said that Indra supported the Sun
in heaven. Completely unconnectable are passages in which there is

the talk of the spreading or the establishment of heaven and earth in

connection with the Vrtra-fight.

If we were to review the whole material on which we have had
ample discussion, then it becomes quite clear, that for the Vedic poet,
the Vrtra-fight is a sort of creation myth to which one ought not ask
what there was before that. The primeval serpent had enveloped the
whole world. Everything was covered in darkness. Water were in

the rocks, in which the hideous one \\as lying or which he has swallowed,
or enveloped. Indra killed the serpent splits open the mountain.
The waters gush out as earthly rivers going to ihe ocean. Thereby
for humanity began the life on the earth. 16 Indra now spreads out the
earth set free from the serpent, pushes the heaven upward and makes
firm heaven's light released from the confinment, the Sun and the
dawn are established in the firmament.

It is possible that originally the Vrtra-myth dealt with the enclos-

ing of the water and this always stood in the fore front. One can surely
think of all the waters not only on the earth but even that of the heaven

16. It is always emphasized that Indra releases the water for Manu :

4.28.1 Indra apo manave sasrutaskah.

5.31.6 jayann apo manavs danucitrah .

1 52.8 manuse gatuyann apah.

1.165.8 aham eta manave vivacandrah suga apaScakara vajrabahuh.

10.49.9 aham arnamsi vi tirami manave gatum istaye.

10.104.8 navatim srotya nava ca sravantlr gatum manuse.

Here, besides Manu, even the gods are mentioned to whom naturally the

freeing of the water is to an advantage. Geldner remarks under 1.165.8 in all these

passages (except 1.52.8; there is a reminiscence of the wandering of the Aryan clans in

the Punjab. But this is hardly possible. 4.28.1 does not speak in favour of his
assertion. It is excluded through the context in 5.31.6. In 1.165.8 suga apa&
cakara cannot mean other than manuse gatuyann apah in 152.8. The sense evea
cannot be that Indra made the water passable for Manu.
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being enveloped by Vrtra. The remark on 6.72.3 points to it that

heaven allowed of Indra-soma to kill the serpent that had enveloped
the waters. A clear reference to it occurs in 10.124,9 where the waters

called the heavenly are those in whose company after they ^re released

from the clutches of Vrtra Indra moves like a swan. The gncloser of

the heavenly water must logically lead to the covering of tjie Sun and

the dawn. Since the heavenly light have their course, acpprding to

the ancient conception; in the heavenly waters. Therefore, it is rather

probable, that the poet in 8.40.8 had thought of the heavenly river when
he connects the sindhavah with the Sun and the Moon and their s

4etting

free is ascribed to Indra-Agni which other-wise never happens. Th
t
e two

white ones observing the law of Indra-Agni the rivers released

from the clucches flow forth. Probably, Agni and Soma owe their resi-

dence in the heavenly water as they are represented*
7
in 8.3.20 as being

set free along with the Sun through the destruction of Vrtra.

17. Even in the later conception of the Vrtra saga TS. 2.5.2.2f. narrates that Agni
vere inside Vrtra : sa sambharann agrilsomav abhi sambhavat

developing it self, he had locked up Agni-Soma in himself. >Br. 1.6.3.8.

describes them as: so 'gnlsomav evabhisambhuva sarva vidyah sarvamyatah
Geldnef has based on this his explanation of IrO124/

'



Dr. V. VARADACHARI

TREATMENT OF THE SCHOOLS OF RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY IN THE MA^IMEKHALAI

1

Sittalaiccattanar, the author of the poem Manimekhalai, devotes

the twenty seventh chapter of this poem to the treatment of the princi-

ples of the Indian systems of thought which were in vogue during his

period. Manimekhalai, the chief character in this poem, takes to the

Buddhist way of life and wears the robes of a nun. She intends to

vindicate the Buddist faith and as a preliminary step she seeks to ascer-

tain the views which were then held by the leading exponents of philoso-

phical schools on matters relating to the world. She travels far and

wide and reaches the city of Vaaci' where she holds discussions on

matters of philosophical interest with the exponents of the systems of

thought who resided there. A perusal of the account given in the

poem regarding these discussions throws lighten the views of those

schools and thus enables us to arrive at the date of the poem.

The twenty seventh chapter of the poem begins with the mention

of the number of pramanas and the details about their nature as held

by the schools of Saiva, Brahma, Vaisnava. Veda, Ajivaka, Niganta,

Samkhya, Vaisesika and Bhuta.

1. A paper on this topic was read in the Second All-India University Tamil

Teachers' Conference held at Tiruchirapalli in June, 1970.

2. On the identity of this town, see p. 257 of Vidwan M. Raghava lyengar's

Anyccittokuti,

3
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At the outset^ a reference is made to the number of pramftnas
as admitted by those who follow the path prescribed in the Vedas.

Vedavyasa, Krtakoti and Jaimini are mentioned here respectively as

the exponents who admitted the number of pramanas as ten, eight and
six. The definition of pramana is not given here. The ten pramanas
as enumerated here are Pratyaksa, Anvmana, Upamana, Agama, Artha-

patti, Svabhava^ Aftf/iya, Ahhava, Parisesa and Sambhava* Vyasa
referred to here must be Vedavyasa, son of Parasara. His original

.name was Krsnadvafpayana. He came to be known as Vedavyasa
for having classified and' arranged the Vedas* His identity with Bada-

rayana, the author of the Brahmasutras, is not admitted by all the

exponents of the schools of Vedanta.* If this identity is admitted, the

number of pramfinas recognized by him cannot be ten. It can be three

or six.
5

If this identity is not admitted, it is not known on what grounds
the reference to the number of pramanas is made here as ten. This

reference cannot be admitted as valid, until further information is

available in support of it.

Krtakoti is- then mentioned as having admitted eight pramanas.
What those pramanas are is not indicated. Krtakoti* is identified with

Upavarsa whose disciples brought him one crore of gold coins. Upa-
varsa acquired the name Krtakoti as he refused to receive this money
which was offered to him as the fee due to tire teacher. Upnvarsa and
Krtakoti are identified in Dandin's AvantisundarV and are kept distinct

in the Prapancahrcfaya*. According to the latter work, Upavarsa con-

densed the work called Krtakoti which was written by Krtakoti on the

twenty chapters of the MImamsa system. Neither any Mimamsa school

nor any Vedanta school recognizes eight pramanas. It would be mere

ingenuity to mean here the list of the eight pramftnas which are usually
cited by the exponents of the systems of thought as the prima facie view.

3. Vide: Mahabharata - Adiparvan, 60-5; Visnupurana , 3.3.2, 3.

4. There is difference of opinion regarding the identity of Vyasa and Bada-

rayana. Vaca spa timisra upholds the identity. Vide: Shaman, Introductory
tloka 5. Some scholars treat Ba"dara"yana alone as the author of the Brahma-

sutras. Vide : S. Dasgupta : History of Indian Philosophy, vol. I, p. 70. For

a brief discussion on this matter, see A. Weber: History ofIndian Literature,

pp. 242-3. Popular Edition, 1961.

5. the number ofpramanas must be three according to the Visistadvaita and

Dvaita Vedantas and six according to the Advaita system.

6. There is no reference to Krtakoti or his life-account in the Kathasaritsagara.

7. AvantisundarJ* p, 183; cf. Tntroductioq to the Trftvabindu, pp. 14-16.

8. prapancahrdaya, p. 39 t
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However, it must be admitted that according to the references made to

these pramanas, it is held that sambhava and aitf/iya are recognized
by the Pauranikas9 and there is no evidence to show that these are

recognized by any philosophical system or that Krtakoti held them as

pramanas as a Pauranika.

Jaimini, who is considered flawless, is slated to have admitted
six pramanas which must be taken to be the same as those admitted by
the BhaUa school of Mimamsa. Curiously enough, Jaimini, as the
auihor of the Piirva-mimamsaSiltras, does not enumerate the pramanas.
According to him, the Sdstra or Agama is the only pramana for ascer-

taining the nature of dharma, whose inquiiy is the main purpose of the
Vedic exegesis.

10
It is emphatically stated that perception

11
is not a

pramana in this connection, as it can be of us~ to apprehend only the
matters which come within the range of the sense-organs. The prama-
nas are enumerated to be six only in the Bhasya of Sahara 12 on the
sutras of Jaimini. Evidently, the author of the Manimekhalai is refer-

ring to the Bhasya of Sahara but he is perhaps associating the name of
Jaimini with this opinion regarding the number of pramanas.

While dealing with perception, it is stated that the self, senses
and the objects should be free from defects and that the objects and
their substrata must be flawless. This means that the factors which
could contribute to the rise of error shall be avoided. The former
part of the statement may be taken to refer to the treatment of this in

the Bhasya of Sahara 13
(A.D. 200). The latter part has relevance to

the Yogacara and Madhyamika schools of Buddhism which are noticed

by Sabara (1,15) and Vatsyayana (in the Nyaya-bhasya, 4. 2. 24 to 35).
There may be scope for any flaw here when the object is not present in

the substratum or is not correctly apprehended to be present there.

Or, it may also rise when the substratum is not well apprehended, or
does not exist or the relationship between the object and itself is not

properly perceived. Error arising out of the object while perceived
without any substratum to rest on is admitted by the Buddists of the

Madhyamika division. This interpretation of the passage in the Matti-
mekhalai would suggest a period for it in the latter half of the third

century (A.D.), as the earliest date for this poem. However, it must
be admitted that this nihilistic theory should have been in vogue prior
to this date.

9. Vide : Tarkikaraksa, p. 56.

10. Mlmamsa-sutras, 1.1.5.

11. ibid. l!l.4.

12. Sabara' s Bhasya* 1.1.5.

13. ibid.
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The next noteworthy feature given here is that the lights received

from the sun, moon and fire aid in the rise of perceptual cognition.
That external -light is essential for the rise of perceptual cognition is

found stated for the first time in the Padanhadharmasanigraha^ of

Prasastapada (A.D. 400), Prasastapada's reference to external light

(prakasa) includes the conditions stated in the Mcnimtkhalai where the

conditions are illustrated by way of elaborating the nature of external

light. This does not however prove priority of \\itPadarthadharma-

samgraha
15

over the Manimekhaloi and vice-versa.

It is further stated in the Mammekhalai that doubt, non-appre-
hension, taking one thing for the other and apprehending bare exis-

tence shall be avoided, as they would lead lo defective perception.
All the four kinds of apprehensions are generally admitted by ali schools

of thought. However, the followers cf the Vedas do not agree to

admitting the last kind which is recognized by the Buddhists. This con-

cept is called as sanmatragrahi-praiyaksa.
1*

It means that perception
is bare sensation of the mere existence of the object. Nothing else is

present in the object. If it is present, it would be apprehended together
with existence. This theory of the Madhyamika school is sought to be

rejected here by the followers of the Vedas.

It is interesting to note in this context that the Manimekhalai
does not refer to the twofold classification of perception as determinate

(savikalpaka) and indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) nor does it refer to the

classification of contacts [samnikarsa] between the senses and the objects.
It is worth noting in this connection that the concepts of the two kinds
of perception were already known in the schools of the grammarians"
and Buddhists.

18

Nevertheless, a classification of perception under the two
heads is found made for the first time in the Slokavartiika of Kumarila-
bhatta lf

(A,D.650). Prasastapada does however refer to the svarnpalocana

14. Padarthadharmasamgraha, p, 277. Chowkharnba edition.

15. Prasastapada should have lived before Dinnaga. Randle's Logic in Early
Schools, pp. 105-106.

16. This is also known as svalaksana. It is held that svalakswa alone can be
apprehended by perception. Vide: Dinnaga's Pramanasamuccaya, p. 6.

17. Vide: Vakyapadlya, L 123, The grammarians do not admit nirvikalpa-

pratyaksa.

18. The Buddhists do not adroit savikalpa-praiyaksa which is made up of construc-
tions (kalpana). For the definition of kalpana, see Pramanasamuccya, p. 12,

Nyayabindu, p. 13; Tattvasamgraha, p. 369.

19. Vide: ^lokavarttika- Pratyaksa, 112-132.

20. Padarthadharmasamgraha, p. 277.
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and Isvarakrsna 21

(A.D. 250) refers to alocana as the operative function

of the sense organs but these two writers do not appear to have realised

the need to classify perception under the two heads. Similarly, the

contact between the sense-organ and the obj:ct is stated to be of six

kinds for the first time by Uddyotakara (A.D.635)
22

, although what this

contact should be and that it admits of more than one kind was not un-

known to earlier writers. The poem ManimekhaJai, however, is silent

on these two points. Absence of reference to svarupalocana here suggests

composition of the the poem before the seventh century A.D.

Inference is divided into three kinds, namely samanyatodrsta,
sesa and purva, the illustrations of which as given in the poem, arc almost

similar to those given in the Nyayabhasya of Vatsyayana. This can

only prove that the author of the Manimekhalai was familiar with this

division but from this, the priority of the Nyayabhasya** can not be

deduced with any degree of certainty.

The poem gives a particular illustration for presumption which

is not in accord with that given by the systems of thought. It is said that

from the statement 'there is the hamlet of herdsmen in Gahga
5

,
there

rises the-knowledge that the hamlet is situated on the banks of Ganga.
Since the hamlet cannot be situated on the streams of G^nga it is pre-
sumed that the statement 'there is the hamlet of herdsmen in Ganga

9

,

shall be taken to be sensible only by taking the word g&n^a to mean the

bank of Ganga, There is incompatibility (anupapadyamftnota) between

the presence of the hamlet and Ganga. Really speaking, there is sub-

lation for the word %an%a on account of impropriety (anupapalti] and
so the word ganga must be taken to mean metaphorically (laksanaya)
the bank of Ganga. Hence the illustration given in the poem does not

seem to be correct. No writer in Mimamsa seems to have offered this

as the illustration for presumption.

Upamana, Agama, Sambhava, Aitihya and Abhava are dealt with

much in the same way as in the standard works of the schools of thought.

Aitihya and Sambhava are not recognized as pramanas by any school.

It is held that Aitihya is recognized by the exponents of the Puranas

(Pauranikas). Among the other two pramanas cited in addition to

21.

22. Nyayavarttika, p. 31, Chowkhamba edn.

23. Nyayasutra t 1.1.5 with the Bhasya,*

24. The date of the Nyayabhasya is fixed about A.D. 400, Vide: S.C. Vidya-
bhushana: History of Indian Logic, p, 115.
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[he eight, parisesa* is not an independent pramana. It is only infe-

rence of the eliminative type and does not deserve to be treated as an

independent pramZna. Svabhava which is referred to here as lyalpu, is

not a pramana at ali.

After giving an account of the pramanas, the author enume-
rates eight fallacious pramanas (pramSnSbhasa). They are:

1) Mere

apprehension of the bare existence of ihc object. This came to be
knew;} liter as indeterminate perception which was held as the only
valid kind of perception by the Buddhists. 2) Apprehending an object
as another object; for instance, cognizing the piece of shell as silver.

This c:.rae to be known as erroneous cognition (ayaihSrthSmbhava). 3)
Doubt which is a mental condition that does not permit the rise of a deci-
sive cognition about an object that is apprehended. The cause, which
leads to the rise of doubt, is only a mental one. There is no reference
hin to the features which are apprehended in the objects and which give
rise to doubt because of being present in similar objects." 4) Taking
a dedsion without investigation is considered to render the pramSna
fallacious. While the horsemen sport in horse-riding in the particular
ground, one may take a man who is standing outside the ground as a
uorseman. This cognition arises as a result of lack of scrutiny or
investigation as to whether a man standing outside the fence could be
taken as a horseman who should be expected to be inside the ground
5; L?ck of realisation of a matter even after it is apprehended. For
instance, one sees a tiger at hand but does not take precautions to safe
guard himself. This car, be treated as indifferent attitudeo or oo
or disregard towards the object of cognition". 6) Making a state ln
aoojt

a non-extent thing. This defect arises when expressio reused , the forms, here's horn, sky-flower, etc. Such

Mti ^fect since, this cannot be

25. For the definiiion of^,a , s the NySyabhS?ya, vol. I, p. 77 .

26. Vide: Ny5yasutra, u . 23 with Nfayabh
-

SJa m j(

F "nnitio,
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All these eight factors have only subjective significance. They
are errors which have to be avoided while employing the pramanas.

Brhaspati, Jina, Kapila, Aksapada, Kanada and Jaimini are then

stated to be the exponents respectively of the schools of Lokayata,

Bauddha, Samkhya, Vaisesika and Mlmamsa. Though the word jina

has been the source for the name Jainisxn, it appears to have been used

as the appellation for the Buddha, who acquired realisation cf truth after

conquering or with-standing the attack of the force of Cupid.
2*
Brhaspati

held pratyaksa as pramana. Buddha had anuniana in addition. Kapila
added verbal testimony. Aksapada included upamana* Kanada had

anhapatti in addition and Jaimini included obhava. The information

given here is defective as Kanada 39 admitted only pratyaksa and ami-

mana. Anhapatti was not only not admitted by him but rejected as a

prarnfina by the author of the Padarthadharmasamgraha**. Again, it is

Sabara and not Jaimini that enumerates and deals with the six

praman&s*

Manimekhalai left the exponents who argued on pramfinas and

met the Saivite who declared that the Supreme Deity in his school is

Isa, has the eight-fold limbs, namely sun, moon, sacrificer, earth, water,

fire, air and akftsa, has the various arts as his form, creates every thing

and maintains them and removes the distress of the creatures. He has

no other deity as his equal. The word isa makes clear the role of God
in the schools of Saivism. He has the world under His control and

this is revealed by His possession of sun, rnoon, elements and sacrificer

as his limbs." 1 The specific mention of the sacrificer shows that He
plays a decisive role in the ritualistic performances.

5 * This aspect
shows that one who has eyes and other sense-organs can directly appre-
hend His presence everywhere. He is held to be the Lord of all lores85

28. Ci. Buddhacarita, Canto XTII.

29. Vaiesikasutras t 9.2.5; cf- Padarthadharmasamgraha with Kiranavatt, p. 309.

30. Padarthadharmasarngraha, p. 323.

31. Vide: Kurma-purana, 10.26.

32. Cf. Raghuvama t 9.31.

33. This is, on the strength of the following passage, to lend support to this view:

arogyam bhaskarad icchet

Sriyam icchedd hutaSanat \

Mvarajjnanam anvicchen-

moksam icchtjjaiwrdanat //

Cf. Bha$av*te, 449. 42,
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and hence His name Daksinamurti. 84

Though Brahma is held to be the

creator and Visnu as the protector, the concept of Siva as the Supreme

Being permits the treatment of Siva as the creator and protector.
15

Siva removes the distress of the living beings.
36

It is curious to note

here that He is not mentioned as the destroyer of the Universe." It

must be said to the credit of the follower of Saivism not to refer to his

deity as a destroyer. Perhaps the reference to Siva's power of remov-

ing thta distress of the people" implies that the Deity affords relief to

people from earthly bondage by destroying the materialistic contact of

them. Concept of ultimate reality should include the rejection of

treating any other deity as its equal.

Here there is no reference made to the several schools of Saivism

which have been in existence from very early times. Pasupata, Kapalika
and other schools39 must have been in existence when the Manimekhalai

was composed. Siva was already a deity of great repute

worshipped by his votaries. This is clear from the references in the

ToMppiyam or it may be surmised that the general understanding of

the Siva cult may be taken to have been referred to here.

Brahmavadin, a follower of Brahma worship, told Manimekhalai

that according to his cult, the whole world represents an egg of Brahma/ 1

34. The Daksinamurti-stotra dearly shows that &va is a deity presiding over

vidya.

35 Vide: 3rlkantha's Bhasya on the Brahmasutras, 1.1.2. cf. Bhoja cited in the

SarvadarSanasamgraha, p. 180. Abhyankar Sastri's edn.

36. The word Siva is derived in several ways. One who has auspiciousness (Siva)

is&va. Vide: Bhanujldlksita on AmarakoSa, 1.1.30. The word Sivam means

mahgala. Vide: AmarakoSa, 1.4.25. This name suggests the mild and bene-

ficiary aspects of &va.

37. He plays the role of a destroyer as stated in the Parana*. Kurma-purana,
Ch. 43.

38. The word Siva could be derived as Syati moves away, (removes) a&ubham

(inauspiciousness). Vide : Sabdakalpadruma, vol. V, p. 88.

39. Some of these schools were popular in the seventh and eighth centuries in

South India. The Mattavllasaprahasana refers to Pa"s'upatas and Kapalikas.
The Malatimadhava depicts the life led by the KapSlikas. The BhZmatl of

Vacaspatimis'ra (A.D. 974) mentions the MaTieSvaras (the devotees of Mahe-
vara, i.e. &va) as of four groups : aiva, PSs'upata, Karunikasiddhantins

and Kapalikas (2,2.37).

40. Skanda, under the name Muruga, is found treated ID ancient Tamil literature

as a famous deity, in addition to &va. In fact, some works have given much
prominence to Skanda, e.g. Paripatal. cf, Tolkappiyam (Porul 5, Puram 55)

also for Siva.

4L Vide: Matsya-purana, 248-1,
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This was called Brahmanda. However, the cult of Brahma is unknown
by the absence of votaries for it, though Brahma is held to be one of the
Trimtirtis.

The exponent of Vaishnavism, whom Manimekhalai met, said that
the devotees of Visnu read with deep devotion the Purana of the Deity
who has the complexion of the sea and that Narayana is their Lord. It
is said here that the devotees read the Visnupurana with great love for
God. This shows that love or bhakti forms the specific feature of Vaishna-
vism. The reference to the Visnupurana suggests that during the period
of the composition of the Manimekhalaf, the Visriupurana was already a
well-known text commanding great love of the devotees of the Lord.
The reference in this Purana to the Gupta dynasty" (A.D. 500) would
suggest to the Manimekhalai a date after the fifth century A.D. How-
ever, should the information in the Puranas to the royal dynasties that
would come into existence later by the use of the verb in the future
tense be taken to indicate that the particular Purana must have been
composed after the end of the particular dynasties ? The answer cannot
be in the affirmative. An earlier period is suggested for the Puranas in

general*
5 but this has not found acceptance at the hands of the histo-

rians. By referring to god as Irai, it is suggested here that Visnu is the

protector of the world.

The Vedavadin, whom Manimekhalai next met, described the

Supreme Deity of those who followed the Vedas as Veda-purusa. His
body consists of six limbs, namely Kalpa as the hand, Chandas as leg,
Ganita as eye, Nirukta as ear, Siksa as nose and Vy&karana as face.
Here Ganita stands for Jyauttsa. All these are the six accessories of the
Veda. 4' 4' The Vedas do not come into being from anything. That means
that they are self-revealed. The Veda, which is conceived here as a

Purusa, has no beginning and no end. What the Vedas teach represents
the doctrines of thought of the Vedavadins.

There is no system of thought known as Vedavada. Perhaps this

refers to the ritualists45 who put to practise what the Vedas teach by

42. Cf. Visnu-purana, 4. Ch. 24.

43. Cf M. Krishnamachariar : History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, pp. 76-77.

44. Cf. The passage from the Paniriiya&iksa cited by Sayana in the Upodghata of
his Rgbhasya, p. 57.

45. The Vedavadins could have been the ritualists (yajnikas) or MTmanisakas.
The reference here to Yajfiapurusa favours the former view. See Sarva-

daranasamgraha> p. 293 (Edition with the commentary of Abhayankar astri)
for a reference to the yajnikas.
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performing the rituals. This section of people perhaps existed during
the time of Manimekhalai, not as representing any system of thought
but as practical people following the dictates of the Vedas. An exact

period when this could have been in vogue cannot be determined,
for practises of this kind continued for a fairly long period even after

the eighth century when Sankara flourished.

The Ajivakas, whom Manimekhalai met then, declared Markali as

their deity. According to this school, atoms are four, each belonging to

the earth, water, fire and air. They combine together and produce the

hills, trees, physical frames and such other effects. The earth atom has

hardness, water atom moves downward and has cold touch and taste,

the fire atom has the power to burn and has upward motion and the

atom of air has motion affecting the movement of others. These atoms
are eternal and they can change and assume some other traits but do not

get produced. They do not also get within other atoms. The water

atoms do not become changed into earth atoms. The atoms do not

get split into two or any parts. They do net get expanded like the

paddy. They move about, go down and move higher up. The hill which

is made up of earth atoms may get disintegrated and become reduced to

the state of sands. What was compact may become disunited and
become atoms. Atoms, which produce the trees could become hard,

may become bamboo with holes provided within, become seeds and

sprout and become fertile fields. When these become the four elements,

they do not get combined either in less or equal proportions. For instance,

when the element earth is formed, one atom of earth would combine

with three fourth part of water atom, half of fire atom and one fourth of

air atom. This does not mean that the atoms would become split. It

means that an earthly product will have three fourth portion of water,

Half of fire and a quarter of air for every unit of earth. The same

principle applies to the products of other elements. 4' The name of the

element is got after the highest proportion of the atoms of the consti-

tuent parts which make up that element. Hardness on the port of earth,

downward motion in the case of water, heating the objects in the

ease of fire and blowing in the case of air will not come into

being until the atoms combine in due proportions stated above

and produce the elements. Those who are endowed with wisdom,
that is, possessed of divine vision, could observe each atom and find

what they are. Others cannot understand the real nature of the atoms

which take the shape of the elements. This is illustrated by the inability

46. Though not the same, this can be:treated as akin to trivrtkarana and panclka-
. rana.. For a brief account of these two principles, see S.N. Dasgupta ;

History ofIndian Philosophy , vol. II, p. 74 f
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to see a single hair at sunset but ability to see the tresses. Those
who suffer from bondage have to pass through six stages of births which
are designated by the colours which make them identifiable. The colours

are dark, dark blue, green, red, yellow and white. The stage, which

immediately precedes the state of release, is characterized by the white

colour* 7

. Those who do not intend to suffer any longer prefer this stage.
This path is called the right mode of conduct and that which makes

people suffer when they fall down while pursuing that path is mandalaf*

purhaps because, it leads to cycles of births and deaths. The selves

when they are conceived in the womb of the mother acquire several

features and become fit to obtain good results in life, lose what they have,
face varied obstacles, stick on to the place, where they are, to get away
from what they have and from where they are stationed, to get suffering
and joy and to be born and die. Misery and joy are said to be atoms
and are brought about by the bad and good deeds done in the previous
births.

The Ajlvakas," who were also called as Ajivikas, and who held

the above mentioned view, were prominent as a sect during the days of the

Buddha and Mahavlra. Makkali Gosala, who is stated to have been a

leading exponent of the doctrines of Ajlvakas, was at first a disciple of

Mahavlra with whom he picked up a quarrel and founded later a diffe-

rent school. The Ajlvakas were naked and carried a stick with them to

protect themselves from those who rediculed and attacked them. In
the later days, they came to be called Ekadandins61

, They did not prac-
tise continence.62 They believed in the atomic theory" and in that of

karma" Although, the Ajlvakas went about naked and resembled the

Digambara section of the Jains, they differed from the Jains in several

respects.

47. This concept of the stages on the basis of psychic colour is first stated in the

Pali texts. See Ahguttara Nffcaya, Hi. p. 383 f. This appears to have been
admitted in a wayjby the Tamil tradition, cf, PeriySlvar: PallanduZ.cL
AX. Basham : The Aflvikas, pp. 243-244.

48. For details on this, refer to AX. Basham : The Aftvikas, pp. 257-261.

49- The correct name appears to be Ajlvika.

50. Vide: AX. Basham: TheAflvikas, Chapters II and III, Makkali is from,
maskarin, which means one holding the stick of the bamboo (maskara).

51. ibid. p. 170-

52. ibid. pp. 123-127.

53. ibid. pp. 262-6; for a comparative estimate of this, see ibid. pp. 267-270-

54. ibid. pp. 240-242.
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The atomic theory, which the Ajlvakas followed, was much diffe-

rent from that which has been maintained by the Vaisesikas. The later

did not conceive of the combination of the atoms of the elements in set

proportions.

Manimekhalai did not approve of the principles of this school.

At one stage, this school declared that the atmos of one element do not

change into those of another and states later that the four atoms

change into hills, physical frames and others. Manimekhalai feels that

there is contradiction between these statements." However there is

nothing of the kind here. The atoms do not change from the nature of

one element to another. This does not contradict in any way the state-

meat that the hills, trees and physical frames are made up of the

elements.

Manimekhalai then approached the Nigantavadin who stated that

the Deity whom he and his men adored was Arhat who was worshipped

by'persons like Indra, and others. The tattvas taught by Arhat are ten,"

namely dharmastikaya, adharmdstikaya, time, akasa, flawless self, atoms,

good deeds, bad deeds, bondage and liberation. They have their innate

nature. They acquire their features when they get associated with

others. At the particular moment they are observed, they appear to be

eternal and also non-eternal. Their nature has thus production,
maintenance and destruction. A neem seed sprouting into a neem is the

eternal nature of the neem, The destruction of that seed represents its

non-eternal nature. Green gram is eternal when it is cooked and

becomes non-eternal when it is destroyed.

Among these tattvas, dharmastikaya^ is the cause for the existence

of the objects and brings relief to the self from bondage. It is ever

present in everything and adharmastikaya maintains them in their

preservation. Time represents the duration of moment and of aeons.

Akfisa permits the objects to be expanded and increased in size. The
self occupies the body according to the latter's size and experiences the

fruits of the qualities of the senses as they operate. Atom is called

55. Manimekhalai, 27, //. 166-170.

56. Here it is mentioned that the number of the tattvas admitted is ten. But
from other sources, the Jains appear to have recognized only nine tattvas.

Vide : SaddarSanasamuccaya, 47. This however is not supported by eviden-

ces. The Jains are stated to have admitted seven categories. Vide : Ankara
on Brahmasutra, 2,2,33, SarvadarSanasamgraha, p. 73. For the mention of

five as the number, see Sarvadar^anasamgraha^ p. 69,

57. The word astikaya means 'anything that occupies space or has some perva
siveness'. S.N; Das Gupta : History of Indian Philosophy, vol. I, p. 1S9.
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pudgala representing the external form of the objects. It gives rise to

the good and bad deeds. Bondage and salvation are two separate tattvas.

The Jainas are here referred to as Nigantavadins. This word is

corrupt for nirgranthas which means having no text; but it appears that
the original word must have been nirgranthikas which refers to the

Digambara sect of the Jains who did not have the knot (granlhi} of the

cloth
s
as they did not wear it. It seems that this poem Manimekhalai

refers only to the Digambara sect of the Jains. The Svetambara sect

seems to be of later origin, created out of necessity to maintain social

adaptations. Besides, this latter sect became considerate to sanction
salvation to women. This is an evidence which goes to show that the
Manimekhalai could have been written at a period when the Digambara
Jains held sway over the people of Tamil Nadu and when the Svetam-
bara Jains either had not come into being representing a different sect

or did not yet become popular.
60

The Samkhyas then met Manimekhalai and told her that the

primordial matter is a tattva for them. Its real nature cannot be deter-
mined with definiteness. It has the three qualities, namely sattva, rajas
and tamas. Mind too cannot understand it. It has general features and
is the place where all objects are manifested- From that primordial
matter emerges the buddhi which is called man, akasa issues of it, air
from akasa, fire from air, water from fire, and earth from water. Mind
issues out of the group of all these. 61

Ego (ahamkara) represents the
modification of the mind 62 which gets disturbed, sound is the trans-
formed condition of ak&sa, touch of air, light of fire, taste of water and
odour of earth. These are respectively apprehended by the ear, skin

(body) 3 eye, tongue and nose. Mouth (or the organ of speech), feet,
hands, and organs of generation and excretion represent the transfor-
mations of the body. The elements mix up with each other and give
rise to hill, tree and others and represent the world. At the time of
deluge, they get back into the original source in the reverse order. The

58. Pudgala is matter. 'It is itself called aslikaya as it occupies space. It is

made up of atoms which are without size and eternal*, ibid. pp. 195-196.

59. The word granthi means knot which is formed when the cloth is worn around
the body.

60. The iSveiambara sect must have been late in origin. It is said that under
pressure from the Muslims, some of the Digambaras put on white clothes
and came to be designated as ^vetambaras. Vide : H. Zimmer: Philosophies
ofIndia, p. 210 fn.

61. Emergence of mind from the elements does not get the sanction from any
source of Samkhya known to us. Mind is admitted to have sprung from ego*

62. This also goes against the Samkhya tradition .
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primordial matter is thus eternal in existence. There is Purusa distinct

from matter. It can easily be realized, as it is different from

matter. It is devoid of the three qualities and has nothing in

common with matter. It is not the place for the production of any-

thing. It can cognize every other thing which is the product of

matter. It is one and is all pervasive and eternal. It is in the form of

cognition. The tattvas are twenty five, namely the five elements, five

organs of congnition, their five qualities, five organs of action, mind,

buddhl, ego and primordial matter and self.

It is not clear from which source, this account of the Samkhya
principles could have been derived. The emergence of one element from

another is of Upaaishadic origin and can be traced to the Mahabharata**

which givss a theistic colouring to the Samkhya. At the same time, the

non-mention of God here shows that the Snnikhya-karika of Isvarakrna

or some other work like that of Vindhyavasin must have been the source

for the account given here. Isvarakrsna is placed before Vasubandhu."
Hence the Manimekhalai could be placed later than the

At the request of Manimekhalai, the Vaiiesika declared that his

system of thought admitted six categories called substance, quality,

action, universal, particularity and inherence. Substance has quality

and action and is the cause for all groups, that is, products or effects which

represent a mixing up of many parts. Earth, water, fire, air, akftsa, direc-

tion, time, self and mind are the nine kinds of substances. Earth has

sound, touch, colour, taste and smell. Water, fire, air and akasa have

each only one less of the qualities. Taste, colour, touch and sound are

in water. Fire has three among these except taste. Air has only touch

and sound, AkSsa has sound alone as its quality. Sound, touch,

colour, smell and taste are five qualities.'
5

Action takes place due to substance and quality. Universal is of

two kinds. One is present in all existent objects* The other is found

only in some; for example, destruction and existence (presence) are not

always present in all objects. Particularity is illustrated by the uni-

queness of the atom, Inherence exists between the quality and that

63. Mahabharata - Santiparvan, 238. 23 to 40.

64. Har DuttSharma : Introduction to his edition of the Samkhyakarika,$. 26.

Isvarakrsna is placed before A.D. 300 in this work.

65. The description of the elements as given here seems to be based on that given

by Kanada in his sutras. Vide : VatiesikasutraSi 2.1,1 to 5. It is true that a

more vivid account is given in the Padnrthadharmasamgraha with Kiranavall,

pp. 41-45; 66-70; 72-73; 79-81
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which possesses it. It is strange that this poem should refer to inhe-

rence as the relation existing only between a substance and quality.

Kanada defines inherence as the relation existing between a cause and
effect.

66
This is because Kanada conceived only the substance as the

inherent cause for any effect
67 and as such the causal relation as a

matter of fact should be based on the principle of inherence. The
Tamil poem may be taken to refer to one aspect of causal relation,

which is maintained between a substance and a quality which is its

effect, Later writers show that inherence exists between several others

as well6 *
It exists between the parts and the whole, qualities and sub-

stance, action and substance, universal and individuals, particularity
and those which possess it.

89

The Bhutavadin, who is identical with the Lokayata or materia-

list, declared that just as the ingredients, which go to give rise to wine,
create the power of intoxication, even so, sentience is produced when
the elements combine together. When the elements get disintegrated,
sentience also gets destroyed. Whatever is apprehended through the

elements exists really. Perception is the only pramtina that is to be

admitted. Pleasures and pains that are had during a particular birth;
end with that birth and do not continue to the subsequent birth. There
is neither rebirth nor is there justification for experiencing the results of
the deeds done in previous births.

Manimekhalai then went to Aravana Adigal, a leading exponent
in Buddhism and told him that she did not get conviction from the

expositions offered by the teachers of the five systems of thought. She,

therefore, requested him to teach her the truth. What he taught her is

contained in chapter 29 of the Manimekhalai.

According to the teachings of the Buddha, pramanas are only two,
namely perception and inference. The bare existence of an object is

made known through perception.
70

Name, genus, qualities and actions 71

are apprehended through inference and so are discarded as amounting to

comprehension not through perception. Inference is of three kinds

66. Vatiesikasutra, 7.2.26-

67. ibid. 1.1.15.

68. Vide: Padarthadharmasamgraha with- Kiranavall, p. 25. cf. Kiranavatl p. 26
for an exposition of this.

69. Tarkikaraksa t vA6\.

70. Dianaga : Pramanasamuccaya, p. 6.

71. Ideation (kalpana) does not form part of perception, ibid, p* 12. For the
definition of kalpana and its varieties, refer to the Nyfiyobindu,, p. 13 (Chow-
khamba edn.) and Tattyasamgraha, vol. I, p, 369.
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under the names karananurnana, karyanumana and samanyanumana." All

other pvamanas are brought under inference. Among the five members
of syllogism, namely pratijna, heru, udaharana, upanaya and nfgamana,
the last two alone are not admitted as the members of syllogistic reason-

ing.
71' Udsharana which is also known as drstanta is of similar and

dissimilar kinds. The minor terms are paksa, sapaksa and vtpaksa. The
defects in.thvpaksa, hetu and drstanta have to be avoided. There is no

justification for admitting vytirekamwiana. The defects of the paksa are

of nine kinds, namely pratyaksaviruddha, anumanaviruddha, svavacana-

viruddha, lokaviruddha, Zgamaviruddha, aprasiddhavisesana, aprasiddha-

visesya, aprasiddhobhaya and aprasiddhasambandha* The defects of hetu*

are three and are known as asiddha, anaikantika and viruddha. Asiddha
is of four kinds, namely ubhayasiddha, anyatarasiddha, siddhasidddha
and asrayasiddha. Anaikantika is of six kinds, namely sadharana, asadha-

rana, sopaksaikadesavrttivipaksavyapi, vipaksaikadesavrttisapaksavyapi,
ubhayaikade'savrtti and viruddhavyabhicari. Viruddha is of four kinds,

namely dharmasvarupaviparitasadhana, dharmavisesaviparitasadhana,

dharmisvarupaviparitasadhana and dharmivisesavipartiasadhana. The
defects of sadharmyadrstftnta are sadhanadharmavikala, sadhyadharma-
vikaJa, nbhayadharmavikala, ananvaya and viparitanvaya. Similarly,
those of vaidharmyadrstanta are five, namely sadhyavyavrttj, sadhan'd-

vyavrtti, ubhayavyZvrtti, avyatireka and viparitavyatireka.

The account given by Aravana Adigal is of interest as far as the
treatment of logic in Buddhism is concerned. Here it is said that

upanaya and nigamana get included under drstanta It is not clear

whether Dinnaga, who was at Kancheepuram as a famous logician and
who left for North India, or Nagarjuna, held this view. Whoever among
these two advocated this view, it is not unreasonable to take that either

one or both of these two writers were influenced by the system of

72. Though named differently, from the nature of the classified kinds, the three
are the sams as defined in the Nyayasutra 1.1.5 and illustrated in the Nyaya-
bhasya on it.

73. See Nyayaprave&a, p. 2.

74. ibid. p. 2. Prasastapada enumerates and treats only the first five among
these. Padarthadharmasamgraha with Vyomavatt, p. 599.

75. ibid. p. 3. The treatment of all the varieties together with the examples is

identical with that found in Nyayapravefa..

76. Manimekfialai, 29, pp. 109-110. The Nyayapravesa maintains the first three
members but does not argue for the inclusion of the last two anywhere
among the first three. Of course, the Mimamsa and Advaita schools admit
only three, not necessarily the first three. For Advaita view, see p. 53 of the

Vedantaparibhasa, T.S.S. edn. See pp. 238-239 of the Sastradlpika, Kasi edn.
1906.
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Buddhist logic which was in vogue then in Tamil Nadu and at Kanchee-

puram in particular. This will be a clear proof to fix the period of the

poem Manimekhalai in the second or third century A.D. It is interesting
to note in this connection that Dharmakirti 17 reduced the number of the

members of syllogism to two, namely hetu and drstanta.

As regards the number of fallacies, the Vaiseslkaswtra
1* enumerates

only the three mentioned in this work. The number of fallacies as five

according to Gautama 79 did not perhaps create any impression on the

Buddhist logicians. Again, the classification of the varieties of the

fallacies under each head is similar to that noticed in the Padarthadharma-

samgraha of Prasastapada.* Prasastapada preceded Dinnaga and influ-

enced him in his views/ 1 Whether Prasastapada influenced the Buddhist

logicians in the Tamil Nadu in the pre-Dinnaga period or vice versa

cannot be proved with any degree of certainty.

The close agreement between Sankarasvamin's" Nyzyapraveia
and the Manimekhalai on the treatment of the pramanas and anumana in

, particular would suggest mutual influence. However, Sankarasvamin

was the disciple of Dinnaga who must have been much influenced by the

Buddhist logic in Kancheepuram. There is no need therefore to assume
that the author of the Manimekhalai must have been indebted to

Dinnaga or Sankarasvamin. The equation of the name Aravana with

Dharmapala does not get support from any source except that linguisti-

cally the two words are similar.

Absence of references to the Svetambara section of the Jains, to

the division of perception as nirvikalpaka and savikalpaka, to the number

(whether, six or less) of contacts (sannikarsa) and to the sects of Saivism

gives a positive proof that the Manimekhalai must have been written at

least before the sixth century A.D. Similarity in treatment between the

Manimekhalai on the one hand and Padfirthadharmasaingraha** on the

other gives sufficient evidence to fix this poem before A.D. 300. In all

probability, this poem is a record of the doctrines of the various

schools of thought including Buddhism, which were held in Tamil Nadu

77. Bhatta Arcata : Hetubindunka, p. 72.

78. VaUesikasutra. 3.1.15.

79. Nyayasutra 1.2.4.

80. Padarthadharmasamgraha with Kiranavali, pp. 341-343.

II. Vide: Randier Logic in Early Schools, pp. 105-106. cf. A.B. Dhruva: Intro-

duction to Nyayapravefo, pp. xvi-xxi.

82. Regarding the dispute of the authorship of the Nyayaprave&a between

Dinnaga and ^ankarasvamin, see A.B. Dhruva : Introduction to the edition

ofJv>5yaprv^a (Btroda), pp. i-xiii.

83. ibid. pp. xiv-xvi.
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during the early centuries of the Christian era. Instead of trying to

prove that this poem is later than the Padarthadharmasamgraha and

Nyayapravesa, it would be fair to place it at a period when the logical

doctrines in the South could have influenced the authors of the Mammt-
khalai, Nyayapravesa and Padarthadharmasamgraha, Otherwise, great

discredit will have to be admitted for the writers in the South,



Dr. K.S. RAMAMUKTI

MEDICAL LORE - A FEW REFERENCES IN
MEDIEVAL SANSKRIT LITERATURE*

The medieval period in our Indian History roughly ranges from
1000 to 1500 A.D. This is the period when Muslims dominated the

political and cultural history of our country. Though Hindus lost their

independence in this period, it can be gain said that the Muslim rule

contributed much to the cultural activities, specially in the fields of
Architecture and literature. In North India, the seat of the Muslim
Emperors, some of the kings like Akbar, Mahammad Bin Tughluk took

great interest in encouraging men of letters; as a result of which there

was alround development in the fields of poetry, philosophy, Nyaya-
vaisesika, etc.

Muslims were not altogether ignorent of Sanskrit. The influence

of Sanskrit on Arabs and Persians is clearly visible. The Arabs learnt
much from Hindu medicine, philosophy. Astronomy and in the period of

Caliphate of Al-Mamun, Arab scholars cultivated a knowledge of
Sanskrit as is evidenced by Muhammad Bin Musa's treatise on Algebra
and the medical treatises of Mikah and Iben Dahan. This shows that
Indian medicine was highly esteemed abroad. This might be because o
the richness of Caraka - a text on medicine and Susruta - a text on
surgery.

The impact of the Muslim rule on Hindu religion might be one
of the causes for the migration of the Aryan race into the South, which
never came under direct Muslim influence. Literary activity in this

part of the country was more manifest, The Hindu dynasties encouraged
learning and the cause of culture received a great impetus. It is during

*Paper presented at the Seminar-cum-Workshop on History of Medicine on 9th
10th and llth of October 1970 held in the S.V. Medical College, TirupatL

*
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this period only great philosophers like Ramanuja, Vallabha and

Madhvacarya preached their tenets. Sastras and other literature also

had their hayday. But a close observer finds them more in the form of

commentaries than the original texts. Same is the case even with

medicine. Unfortunately we cannot assert that original treatises on

medicine were produced. Even references to the medical treatises and

medicine were next to nothing in other literatures, i.e. the forms of

drama, lyrics, epics, sastras, etc. The reason for the absence of the

medical lore in these branches might be that poets concentrate more on

the aesthetic pleasure. The presence of a patient or the description of

a disease is generally considered an abhoring element which hinders the

enjoyment of Rasa. In spite of this, poets made mention of diseases, but

rarely, making use of them in figures of speech, only to give a clearer

comprehension of the subject on hand. For example we find Malli-

natha ( 1400 c. ) the famous commentator on Paacakftvyas, etc.,

and the poet laureate in Sanskrit of the Kondavldu kingdom explaining

the verse

tSvac chrunukathayatas tvatprayananurupam
samdesam me tadanu jalada srosyasi srotrapeyam j

khinnah khinnah sikharisu padani nyasya gantasi yatra
kslnah kslnah parilaghu payah srotasam copabhujya //

Meghaduta, I. 13.

'First listen to me giving out the way suitable to your

journey, during which you go with difficulty resting on

the peaked mountains, and being reduced you will drink

the light waters of the streams ; and then O ! could, you
will hear my message agreeable to the ear/

interprets the word parilaghupayah as water causing health. He says

that "light waters* are those that are devoid of heavyness (gurutva-

dosarahitam) . The heavyness is considered a defect and hence not

healthy. This is nothing but observing patya in Ayurveda. He quotes

Vagbhata -
upalasphalanaksepavicchedaih bheditodakah j

himavanmalayodbhutah patyct nadyo bhavanty amu //

i.e. the waters of the rivers that sprang up from the Himalayas and

Malaya mountain are good for health as they are considered patyas, on
account of their becoming light dashing against the stones, etc, 9 i.e. to

be light by observing diet restrictions, etc., is always a sign of health as

heavyness is considered a 4o$a. ..
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Again in the same context explaining the word tiktaih in the verse

tasyas tiktaih vanagajamadaih vasitam vantawstih

jambukunjapratihataroyam toyam adaya gaccheh \

antah saram gha?ia tidayitum nanilah saksyati fvam

rlkiah sarvo bhavati hi laghuh purnata gauravaya //

Meghaduta> I. 20.

'After raining, drink of its waters that are fragrant with

the nit of the wild elephants, and its speed reduced by
the bushes ofihQjambu trees, and proceed on your way.

Oh ! could the wind cannot shake you who are fertile in-

side. It is only the empty that becomes light and heavy-

ness the cause of honour 5

he says that the words tikta, vanta, laghit, anila and sara give rise to the

suggestion that a person who has been first treated by an eniatic and

made to get rid of all bad matter by vomitting, afterwards given a dose

of bitter light water for getting rid of the phlegm and made immune
from vata by the strength gained in the process (adau vamanasodhitasya

pumsah pascac chlesmasosanaya laghu tiktakasayambupanal labdhabalasya

vataprakopo na sya'd ///).
Here he quotes Vagbhata as

kasayas ca himas tasya visuddhau slesmano hitah j

kramat pitapeyadeh patyabhojanah j

vatfidibhih na badha syad indriyair iva yoginah /

i.e. for a person who is affected by $le$ma the kasaya and ice water are

good and tasty. If he takes them gradually observing diet restrictions

he will not be affected by vata> etc., like the sages.

On. another occasion Mallinatha commenting the verse

ambho bindugrahanacaturams catakan viksyamZnah
sronlbhutah parigananaya nirdisanto balakah j

tvam 3sadya stanitasamaye manayisyanti siddhah

sotkanthfini priyasahacarisambhramalingitani //

Meghaduta, I. 22.

Observing the cataka birds

'which are very skilful in catching the drops of the rain %

counting and pointing out at the cranes going in rows,
the Siddhas, having received the eager and hasty embra-
ces of their loving wives, will respect you/

says that if the cfttaka birds take the water from the ground they become
sick. In support of this he quotes sarvamsaha patitam ambu na catak3n%m*
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Similarly in another place Mallinatha explaining the verse

yasySm yaksah sitamanimaydny etya harmyasthalani

jyotisch&ya kusumaracitany uttamastrlsahayah /

dsevante madhuratiphalain kalpavrksaprasunatn
tvadgambhiradhvanisu sanakaih puskaresv ahatesu //

Meghaduta, II. 5.

'when the Yaksas, having got up the palaces paved with
white stones and decorated with flowers in the shape of
the reflection of the stars in them, accompanied by the
best women, enjoy the wine Ratiphala produced by
kalpavrksa, while tabors with deep sounds like yours are

being slowly beaten.'

says, unlike other commentators, that Ratiphala is the name of a wine
which produces vitality, i.e. it is a vajikarana-ras&yana, and quotes
this verse from M&dirarnava :-

t&Ia-ksira-sitfi-mrtfl-mala-gudoftmattasihi-kafffhvaya-

darvindradruma-rateksu-kadali-gulgu-prasunair yutam /

itthatn can madhupttspdbhangyupacitam puspadrumalavrtam
kvSthena smaradipanam ratiphal&khyam svadu sllam

madhu //

The same scholar commenting on the verse

vijnapaniya na giro madarthah krdhakadu&to hrdi naisadhasyal
pittena dune rasane sitSpi tiktayate han%sakulavatamsa //

Naisadha, III. 94.

*Oh ! Hamsa, do not narrate about me to Nala if he is in

an angry mood. Because for a person who is suffering
from biliousness even the sugar tastes bitter.

5

Here the quality of biliousness is explained. In the same manner he

quotes Bahata under III. 130 of Naisadha to state that ghee and honey
when mixed in equal quantities becomes poison (hhojate visarupatvant

tulyamsau madhusarpisau} .

Likewise commenting on the verse -

caturthop&yasiSdhye tu ripau s&ntvam apakriy& /

svedyam amajvaram prajnah ko *mbhas& parisincati //

Sisup&lavadha, II. 54.
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'When an enemy is to be treated with the fourth up%ya>
i.e. dandopaya, to treat him with sZmopaya is useless,
like pouring of water, in the case of ftmajvara (a kind of

fever) on the patient becomes useless, when it requires

only a steam bath.*

He alludes to amajvara a kind of fever which gets aggravated on pouring

water, when it can be easily treated with a steam bath.

In the same context Mallinatha says that a disease comes out with

a redoubled vigour after sometime if it is suppressed in the beginning

stages.

krtapacfiro 'piparair anaviskrtavikri yahj

asadhyah kurute kopam prZpte kale gado yatha //

Sisupalavadha, II. 84.

The insult done by an enemy comes out forcibly when
time comes like a disease suppressed in the beginning
without proper care.'

Jagannatha Pandita :- He belongs to the sixteenth century. In his

Rasagangadhara, a treatise on rhetoric, he speaks of the qualities of

mercury as

upakaram eva kurute vipadgatah sudguno nitaram /

murcchSnt gato mrto *thav& nidarsanam parado
9

tra rasak //

II-Arth3ntarany3sa.

'A good man always helps though he is placed in adverse

circumstances, like Mercury/

It is well-known that many a type of treatment is given to mercury to

purify that. Even after this it does good. In fact it is only after these

process of purification mercury does good to a person.

Again speaking of defects he says that even a single defect mars

the effect of all the good qualities like the pungent smell of a garlic in

spite of its being good for health.

amitagtmo *pi padarthoh dosenaikena nindito bhavati [

nikhilarasayanarajo gandhenogrena lasurta fva //

It is well-known that garlic has got a pungent smell. But it is

good for health if properly taken,
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To the early part of the same sixteenth century belongs Appayya
Dlksita, a polymath in Sanskrit literature. In his Siddhantalesasamgraha,
a text on Advaitic philosophy, refusing the arguments of his opponents
he gives examples taking from the medical science. In a place he says

that a person if gets emaciated on account of his hatred for food caused

by indigestion he should be medically treated first if he wishes to know
the taste of the food.

annadvesena karsyam praptasya tatparihfirfiya annavisayaun-

mukhyalaksanriyam icchaySm satyam apt utkatajirmdi-

prayuktadh&tuvaisamyadosat tatra pravrttiparyanta rucih na

jayaie hi tadrocakausadhavidhivat,

Siddhantaksasanigraha : Chapter III

He further speaks amajvara in another context. He says that to

say that a person is standing is wrong simply because he has the inten-

tion to stand, when he is made completely incapable of this action by

amajvara. In amajvara all the limbs become benumbed.

Umavatajadlkftakalebare utth&nan ukulayatnavatl utthatia-

nudaye 'pi utthisthatttl vyavaharapatteh,

Siddhantalesasamgraha, Chapter IV.

yatha va, sannipdtaharam ausadham ekam dosatn nivartayad

dosantaram api durikaroti,

ibid. Chapter I.

Like a particular medicine which not only eradicates typhoid but

also suppresses some other disease in the body as long as it works.

There are also instances where quakes were condemned because

of their behaviour only, for e.g.

yasya kasya taror mulam... etc.

and

bhlsajyatu yathctkamam patyam tu kathinam vadet /

ftrogyam vaidyaniahatmyZt anyatha tv apatyatak // etc.

Thus we find a few examples referring to the medical science

scattered here and there, in the Sanskrit literature. As explained in the

beginning references to the medical science are very rare as literature in

those days was not completely realistic.



Dr. V. 7ASODA DEVI

THE R6LE OF RAYALASIMA
IN THE EMPIRE OF VIJAYANAGAR*

I. Introduction

In the Empire of Vijayanagar, embracing, in extent, a major part
oftheDekkan and almost the whole of Rayalaslma, played a major
role. For, it was the nucleus of the Empire and later constituted the

home province and the provinces nearer home, throughout the long
career of the Empife for over three centuries, though the border provin-
ces in the Krishna-Ttmgabhadra Doab, east coast (i.e. northern circars)
and the southern provinces, were frequently changing hands and often

discomfited with divided loyalty, e.g. the Bahmanis, the Adil Shahis,
the Reddis and the Gajapatis, the Pandyas and the Ceras respectively.

Politically, the contribution of Rayalaslma to the continuence of the

Empire and its glory was of prime importance for the dynasties of the

RSyas of Kampili, the Sangama, the Saluva, the Tuluva and the Aravldu,
hailed from this area. The capitals of the Empire from time to time,
for instance, Kampili, Anegondi, Vijayanagar, Penugonda and Chandra-

giri were located in Rayalaslma and consequently it received best

attention from the rulers, and so, though nature was not bounteous to her,

top irrigational works to ensure perennial water supply, and prevent
draught and famine, had been constructed, some of them surviving to

this day in a more or less dilapitated condition; magnificent mansions
were raised to man and god. Though the capital is in fiiiiis, in several

places in Rayalaslma Vijayanagar temples, forts and fortresses tell us

their tale and the bygone glory of the unforgettable, so called *Forgotteti

Empire'. In Rayalaslraa and southern Andhradesa, literature, Telugtl
and Sanskrit in particular, even after the decline of tlie period of
renaissance and efflorescence in the capital enjoyed patronage and
flourished for a longer period.

*Paper submitted to Vijayanagar Seminar at Ho&pct held in Nov. 1970 by
Karnatak University, Dtiarwar,
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II. Geographical and Political Background
1. RSyalasima is a name to conjure with, and denotes the

southern part of the Deccan plateau, at present covered by the Districts
of Bellary (in Mysore State), and Kurnool, Anantapur, Cuddapah and
Chittoor (Andhra Pradesh), and some of the border areas in the south
are included in North Arcot District (Madras State). 'Sima' means
country or district, or home land or native country; and 'r8yala' is the
title assumed by the last Teiugu dynasty and the kings of Vijayanagar in

genera], according to C.P. Brawn. The last Teiugu dynasty of Vijayanagar
is the Aravidu dynasty. Possibly Brown based his view on the usage of
the day when he compiled his Dictionary. Even today the Raja of
Anegondi signs his name with the ending Rayalu. Though the name
Rayalu was also suffixed to the names of the %adavas of Devagiri, and
the Rayas of Kampili, the celebrated rulers with that name ending were
the rulers of Vijayanagar, particularly of the Aravidu dynasty, Rayala-
sima occurs in the records of the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries
and was of comparatively of late origin like the Northern Circars,
Telangana and Ceded Districts. In the twentieth century Rayalaslma
occurs in a literary composition AbfiisiktarZghava by Nadiminti Venkata-
pati dedjcated to Venkataramanabhtipala the ruler of Matla estate
(Cuddapah District). Though technically, Rayalaslma applies to the
Empire ot the Rayas, in the limited sense it connotes the original home
(province) of the Rayas in general and Srikrsnadevaraya in particularand was used to bring about unity among the people and served to rouse
and promote nationalism in this country. At present Rayalaslma appliesto the four districts excluding Bellary, forming part of Andhra Pradesh.

2. Physical Aspect : The extent of Rayalaslma (without the Bel Jary
District) 28516 sq. miles. The segments of the Mahendracalas (Eastern

?"
8reVr^ Nallamalais and * Erramalais (in Kurnool

'^f^alu^mAnantapur District), F^akondalu and Sesa
'SiCt) and the H rsel hills and

tt n- ^

H rsely hills and the a^ari Wl.a'Chittoor District). Beyond Tirupati, the range of the eastern ghatsis broken by the Mama9diir valley. The highest peak, of these hi Is areBhairemkonda (3150ft.), in Nallamalais, Mallappa Konda (3092 fttamong Penugondalu and Enugu Ellamma Konda (i^. Horsely hill! 4100
ft.) near Madanapalle. Penukonda is of the same height as Ban^lore

pa,s
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District, and the Papaghni, the Palar, the Arani, the Nagari and the

Svarnamukhi (i.e. Mogileru) pass through the Chittoor District, Though
several of these rivers are not perennial but still major part of Rayala-
sima is rendered ferule by them.

3. Political Background: Rayalasima constituted a part of the

Mauryan Empire under Asoka (for there is the Pillar Edict at Erragudi,

8 miles from Gooty) and subsequently of the Satavahana Empire for

four and a half centuries, (e.g. Satavahaiuhare applied to Kurnool Dis-

trict). Then it experienced the influence of the Iksvakus, and remained

under. the Pallavas. Later, parts of the area were under the Early

Calukyas (of Badami), Rastrakutas (of Malkhed), later Calukyas (of

Kalyani), the Kakatiyas and the Reddis, before it carne under the Rayas
of Vijayanagar. Several minor dynasties were ruling parts of Rayala-
sima from time to time. For instance, the Nalas (in Anantapur District;

seventh century), the Banas (in Ananthpur and Chittoor Districts;

seventh century), the Vaidurnbas (Cuddapah and Chittoor Districts;

fifth century), Nolamba Pallavas (Anantapur and Bellary Districts) Cola

Maharajas (Cuddapah District; fifth century); Sindas (Cuddapah

District; seventh and eighth centuries), the Telugu Pallavas (Cuddapah

District; twelfth and the forteenth centuries), Telugu Codas of Pattapi,

Hemavati and Matla (sixteenth century), the Kayasthas (in Cuddapah

District), Yadavarayas (Chittoor District) and the Saluvas of Chandragiri

(Chittoor District) and Karvetinagar (Chittoor District).

III. The Fourteenth Century - The First Half - Its Importance

This was a significant age in the history of India and particularly

in the history of Daksinapatha, i.e. South India. During the first decade

of the century, the Yadava kingdom of Devagiri was the first to expe-

rience the shock and effects of a Muslim invasion (Alauddin Khilji and

Malik Kafur). During the second decade, it became the turn of the

kingdoms of the Kakatiyas (of Warrangal), the Hoyasalas (of Dwara-

samudra) and the Pandyas (of Madura) for similar experience. By
about the middle of the third decade, Malbar became a province of the

Delhi Empire and Muslim rule was established at Madura. In the name
of religion, worst atrocities were committed by the Muslim rulers and

their agents and the country began to groan under alien rule and the

people were restive. An organised attempt of the Hindu princes and

their peoples popular as the 'Liberation movement' set at liberty Deccan

and South India from Muslim rule and a chain of new Hindu kingdoms
rose on the ruins of the earlier ones, e.g. the Reddis, the Velamas, and

the Rayas by the middle of the third and the fourth decades of the

century with the definite object of restoration of Hindu Dharma and

protection of Hindu religion.
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1. The Rayas of Kampili : This dynasty, though had only a brief

span of life (A.D. 1307-28), is memorable for it lived upto the high ideals

of Rajput chivalry and not yielding to Muslim rule, became the nucleus

of Vijayanagar Empire. The kingdom is in Rayalasima with capital at

Kampili, close to Anegondi on the northern side of the Tungabhadra.
The founder Mummadi Singa, a feudatory chieftain in Malenadu, served

Yadava Ramadeva (of Devagiri) and when he was taken captive to

Delhi, took service under Mallideva, the powerful chieftain of Rayadurg.
His fief comprised Malepanthedesa with Capital at Haneyadare and

twenty more villages. On the death of Mallideva > Mummadi Singa set

himself independent. On his death in A.D. 1314, his son Kampilaraya,
named after god Somesvara alias Kampilaraya of Karri pill became ruler,

built the fort Hosamaledurga (Anegandi) and made it his capital. He
brought under his control Torage, Badami, Mudgal, Hanagal and the

entire Krishna-Tungabhadra Doab ; and the province of Kandarmlunadu
and the fortresses of Nidugul and Penugonda. Thereby, Kampilaraya's
kingdom grew considerably in size extending on cither side of the

Tungabhadra (comprising the districts of Anantapur, Chitaldurg, and

Shimoga and Raichur, Bellary and Dharwar). The Krishna separated
this kingdom from the Maratha province of the Delhi Empire. Asso-
ciated by his son Ramanatha, bearing the name of God Jatangi Rame-
svara, and son-in-law Sangama, Kampilaraya, had won a victory over

Ballala III on the borders of his kingdom, and repulsed a Kakaiiya
expedition under Recarla Singama Nayaka, Later by refusing the

demand by Muhammad Bin Tughlak for the payment of tribute and

giving asylum to Bahadur Khan alias Bahauddin Gurshasp, the Governor
of Sagar and a cousin and enemy of Muhammad Tughlak, Kampilaraya
brought on himself the wrath of Muhammad resulting in a series of three

attacks and finally with the fall of Kummata an important fortress in

the kingdoni 3 became victimised. As Vijayanagar Empire was founded

in this area with capital Anegondi, the kingdom of Kampila enhances

the importance of the role of Rayalasima in Vijayanagar Empire.

2. The Rayas of Sahgama dynasty : This dynasty hails from the

Circars and later settled down in Rayalasima. For, the Gozalavidu

record (Nellore District) dated A.D. 1314 mentions Bukkaraya Odeya as

the ruler of the locality and his servant Idumakanti Gangi Reddi. This

area was under the Kakatiyas at the time. Kannada sources tell -us that

Harihara and Bukka, sons of Sangamaraya, were treasurers in the

service of Prataparudra (of Warangal), and when the Kakatiya kingdom
fell a prey to the Muslims in A.D. 1323, the brothers escaped to Kampili
and took service there; when it succumbed in A.D. 1327, they were taken

prisoners to Delhi and were converted to Islam. Anegondi (Hosadurg)
became the seat of a Muslim garrison (A, D. 1327) to hold the country
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round about. Earani and Nuniz say that the brothers were connected
with the royai family of Waranga!, contracted marriage alliances with
the Rayas of Kampili; and so they were chosen by Muhammad to restore

peace in the areas where the people had risen in revolt against MaliJc

Muhammad, the Muslim governor. Harihara and Bukka restored order

by following a policy of conciliation, to a certain extent. Gooty and its

vicinity came under them. But their Muslim faith set people against

them, and they met Vidyaranya, became Hindus, and set up the inde-

pendent kingdom of Vijayanagar which thus became the heirloom of the

kingdom of Kampili. Harihara and Bukka who had an eminent role in

the Liberation Movement, assumed the titles Hindurayasuratrana and

Purvapascitna-samudradhtsvara (A D. 1339) most appropriately. There
is a view that the shift of the capital from Anegondi to Vijayanagar was
due to pressure by Calukya Somesvara (i.e. Aravldu chief). Harihara
celebrated his coronation in A.D. 1336 and Vijayotsava (A.D. 1346) on the

complete disappearance of the Hoyasala rule. Thus Rayalasima
nourished the Sangama dynasty.

3. The Rayas of Saiuva dynasty: There were several minor dynasties

claiming Saluva descent ruling in Cirkar, the South, and Srisailarn and

Chandragiri in Rayalaslma. Kathari, Misarag&nda and S&luva were the

characteristic titles of the rulers of Saiuva ancestry. Tn Chittoor

District, prior to the foundation of the Saiuva dynasty by Vira Nara-
sinaha of Chandragiri several Saiuva princes exercised power as the

governors of Kalahasti, (i.e. Calukyanarayanaccheri), Pendlimsrri (i.e. in

Mulikinatislma in Cuddapah District), Tirupaii and in Sirvel Taluk

(Kurnool District), as feudatories of Bukka I.

The earlier history of the Saluvas of Chandragiri and their close

relationship with Sangama dynasty is known from literary sources

(Sanskrit and Telugu). The chief Gunda had his residence at Kalyani
and captured Ramadurgam from a Saiuva king (during the early years of
the fourteenth century). He had six sons among whom Saiuva Mangi pro-
ved to be a great warrior and continued the vigorous policy of expansion
of his father. As the rising power of the Bahmany kingdom obstructed the
northward expansion, Mangi proceeded southward and took service

under Kamparaya, son of Bukka I. This was the beginning of the

relationship between Sangama and Saiuva dynasties. Mangi (in the
later part of the fourteenth century) had a large role in the southern

campaigns of Vijayanagar, e.g. in the defeat of the Sultan of Madura,
restoration of Sambuvaraya to the throne, and assumption of the title

S&m6uvar8ya$thffpan8c5rya.. By defeating the kings of the south as a
falcon seizes its prey, Mangi acquired the epithet Saiuva, borne by his

successors. He made a giftof60 5000 madas to the God at Srirangam,.
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Possibly, he lost his ancestral possessions, for he became the first provin-
cial governor of Chandragiri. Mangi had six sons of whom Gauta II

was prominent. Gauta II had four sons of whom Gunda IV was a

warrior and Tipparaja had courage, valour and heroism.. Devaraya II

married his sister Harima to Tipparaja. This was, thus, the second

connection between the Saluvas and the Sangamas. Tipparaja had a

son Tipparaja, who became the governor of Tekkal province; and his son

by Mallambika was prospective Saluva emperor Narasimha. Narasimha
was the boon of the ardent prayers of his parents to Ahobala Nrsimha.

Nrsimha succeeded his father as the governor of Chandragiri.
From his southern conquests, he brought vast golden treasure to

Chandragiri. Prior to his assumption of royalty, he was the ruler of

Chandragiri for thirty years, gradually extending his possessions and

power, availing the opportunity of the declining Sangama rule since

A.D. 1465 to 1485, under the seldom strong rule of Mallikarjuna and

Virupaksa II. This he could achieve with the loyal support of the

ministers, Nadendla Citigangana, and Pedavlrabhadra, the elder brother

of Pillalamarri Pinavlrabhadra, the lord of seventy thousand subor-

dinates, and generals Tuluva Isvara Nayaka and Vlranarasimha, sons of

Timmanayaka, and Isvara Narasimharaya (i.e. Narasa Nayaka). Isvara-

nayaka conquered Udayagiri, Gandikota and Penugonda for Saluva

Narasimha. While Narasimha was ruling Chandragirirajya f:om Tiru-

mala in the reign of Mallikarjuna, his transfer to Penugonda, the central

division of the Empire, enabled him to increase his power as semi-inde-

pendent chief in the South (N. Arcot, S. Arcot and Chingleput Districts)
while it left Chandragirirajya unguarded which consequently fell a prey
to the Gajapatis. Slauva Narasimha aimed at the systematic expulsion
of the Oriyas from the south under Daksina Kapilesvara Mahapatra
(A.D. 1464), captured Udayagiri (A.D. 1466) and brought the whole east

coast upto Masulipatam under him by A.D. 1475-76. Finally, Narasimha

usurped the throne through his trusted general Tuluva Narasa Nayaka
(A.D. 1485). His achievements, political and otherwise are so remarkable
and memorable in the history of Vijayanagar Empire and his. rule is so

popular that foreign writers had always referred to Vijayanagar Empire,
as the kingdom of Narasinga and Narasinga was the name given to

Vijayanagar rulers including Krsnadevaraya by them.

Even after the fall of the Saluva dynasty from power, some of the

Saluva chieftains, all over the empire, had power with them. For

instance, Saluva Narasinga Dandanayaka, the chief minister after the

death of Krsnaraya and prior to the. accession of Acyutaraya resigned his

position, proceeded to his principality in the south, e.g. Tiruvadi, and
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later rose in revolt against Ramaraya. Some of them continued as

minor chieftains.

4. The Rayas of the Tuluva dynasty: Tuluva Timman^aka was a

great warrior claiming to have conquered the countries of Maharastra Lata

Gandhara, etc. His sons Isvaia Nayaka and Narasimha were *n the service

of Saluva Narasimha even while at Chandragiri. Narasa Nayaka was
most loyal to the Saluva family, though his son Viranarasimha. instead

of continuing his position as the regent, like his father, ended the

dynasty by the death of Immadi Narasimha, and usurped the throne and
thus inaugurated the Tuluva dynasty, Except as political subordinates,
the Tuluvas were not related to the Saluva dynasty, as has been wrongly
supposed by some historians, Rayalaslma owes much to the Tuluvas.

5. The Rayas of the Aravidu dynasty : The Rayas of Aravidu hai

from Rayalasima like the Rayas of Kampila, and were the natives of the

country. As for their original home though there are villages bearing
the names in other districts also, it is the village Aravidu in Rayachoti
Taluk (Cuddapah District) bordering on Chittoor District These Rayas
are heard of since the fourteenth century. Aravidu Somadevaraju, para-
lysed Muslim rule in western Andhradesa, i.e. Rayalasima by refusal

of payment of taxes and blocking succour to the Muslim governor at

Anegondi. He conquered Satanikota and Kurnool. Under his descen-

dents almost from the time of its inception till the final end of Vijaya-

nagar Empire, Rayalasima constituted most important charge.

Araviti Bukka was a chieftain and general under Saluva Nara-

simha, and helped him to such an extent to be bestowed with the title -
4

establisher of Saluva Narasimha's line*. His son Ramaraja shifted his

capital to Kurnool . Ramaraja was a general of Narasa Nayaka, father

of Krsnaraya and drove at his instance Yusuf Adil Shah of Bijapur

(mistaken as Golkonda) from Kurnool and got it as jagir from him.
Since then his capital was Kaudanavolu, and its importance has grown
while that of Aravidu declined because of Rayachoti area was not inclu-

ded in Gandikota or Siddhavatam rajyas, but in Udayagiri-rajya which
was finally lost to Vijayanagar by A.D. 1580. But Cuddapah area inclu-

ded in it remained with Vijayanagar empire till its fall. Ramaraja's
mother Abbaladvi was the daughter of a chieftain of Nandyala and his

descendants were holding the fief of Nandyala. In the time of Krsna-

raya, Aliya Ramaraya and his brothers were in charge of the Districts

of Adoni, Gooty, Penukonda, Gandikota and Kurnool and the last was
their special charge all along and even after its annexation by the Sultan

of Bijapur, the Aravidu chieftains continued as feudatories under him.
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In the reign of Krsnaraya, Aliyu Ramaraya was an important

person in the Empire and since his death, he raised himself to a position

of primacy, making and unmaking kings, and interfering deeply with

inter-state politics of the Muslim Sultanates of the Dekkan. He

cherished to become the anointed emperor of Vijayanagar Empire but

the people were loyal to the Tuluva dynasty and would not accept him

as the dejure ruler^ though he was the de facto ruler, Ramaraja's intri-

cate policy was mainly responsible for the circumstances leading to 'the

fatal battle of Raksasi Tangadi (A.D, 1565) in which he lost his life at the

age of ninety-four, leading the amies in person in tbe battle field.

People affectionately addressed him as Bade Ramaraya, His son Peda-

tirumala aspired for the throne bin invain and it was Tirumalariya,

younger brother of Ramaraya who founded the Aravldu dynasty, crown-

ing himself (A.D 1570) at Penugonda, ignoring Sadasivaraya. He

transferred the seat of government (A.D. 1567) to Penugonda, for Ane-

gondi and Vijayanagar had become the frequent targets of attacks of the

Muslim Sultans. In the reign of Siiranga I (A.D. 1572-85) the son and

successor of Tirumala I, owing to the pressure of the combined attacks

of the Adilshahis and the Kutbshahis, the capital of the empire was

shifted from Penugonda 10 Chandragiri which had been the capital of

the southern province since A,D. 1570. Subsequent to the civil war

resulting in Battle of TSpiir, Venksta IH'shifted the capital to Vellore.

During the Aravldu rule, the centre of imperial activities was Rayala-

sima and the drift was to the south from Penugonda to Chandragiri and

thence to Vellore, tc> be far away from the pest of Muslim trouble, and

because the southern Nayaks were loyal to the rulers. The tenacity of

the rulers in fighting the Muslims continuously with full optimism is

admissable though the trend of their waning fortune was clear.

The entire Rayalasima except the areas of Kurnool and Adoni

were occupied by the Kutubshahis of Golkonda, where as those two

passed under the Adilshahis of Bijapur. Kurnool was, wrested from

Gopalaraju, a grandson of AHya Ramaraya by Abdul Wahab Khan for

Adilshah who appointed him as its first governor.

VI. Minor Dynasties

Some of the minor dynasties which distinguished themselves in

their services to Vijayanagar Empire are from Rayalasima.

1. The rulers of Karvetinagar : Karvetinagar is in Puttur Taluk

(Chingleput District) originally in Chittoor District. The rulers claim

Saluva descent. In the eighth or the nineth century a family of the

Saiuva Reddis from the vicinity of Pithapur, migrated to Rayalasima.
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About A.D. 1030 Saluva Narasa Reddi obtained rulership over the tracts

about Tirupati from Vimaladitya (of the Vengi Calukyas) and founded

Narasapuram. Later the tract was lost to the Colas and then to the

Calukyas (of Kalyani). but was recovered. In the thirteenth century

Rajaraja II limited the Saluva estate to twenty villages, and for the next

four generations, the Saluvas prospered. In the fourteenth century

(A.D. 1314), the Saluva chieftain married his daughter to Prolayavema
Reddi. Later the Saluvas came under the Rayas and continued under

them for 400 years. The family became extinct with Sesacala Reddi, who

requested the members of the Bommaraju family to retain the title

Saluva in their prasasti, the royal seal and the boar symbol. They
continue to do so.

2. The Matla rulers : The Matla dynasty claims descent from the

Colas and their names end with the suffix colamcharaja. Matli, from which

the family deserves its name, is in Rayachoti Taluk (Cuddapah District),

apparently its original home. The Matla chieftains were warriors and

helped the Vijayanag'ar emperors in their wars. In the sixteenth century

Tirumalaraya I (of the Aravidu dynasty) granted Pottapinadu as Amara-

nayankara to Matla Varadayyadeva Maharaja. His descendants continued

to rule in the tract about Anantapet, near Rajampet. In the first half of

the seventeenth century, Matla Kumara Anantaraja was ruling with

capital at Siddhavatam, the territory extending from Tirapati to Aho-

balam. He claims^ to have received the regaliadrum and elephant

banner from God Sriranganatha of Udayagiri. Matlavanslma, the

home territory of these chiefs, even today connotes a part of Rajampet
Taluk (Cuddapah District).

3. The Pemmasani Chiefs of Gandikota : Gandikota (Jammala-

madugu Taluk) teems with scenes of historical importance and had been

the capital of the Pemmasani chiefs, the loyal subordinates of Vijaya-

nagar Empire from the time of Bukka I to that of Sriranga Raya Rama-

raya. They were protectors of the Empire and sacrificed their wealth

and lives for it. The first ancestor of the family was Pemmasini

Timmanayadu, the ruler of Vinukonda and Bellamkonda. Kumara
Timma Nayudu 3

in the time of Bukka I, Dharma Nayudu of the reign of

Praudhadevaraya, Bangaru Timma Nayudu, of the time of Srirangaraya

were famous warriors. Timml Nayudu in the reign of Krsnaraya was

the hero in siege and conquest of the fort of Gulburga, and later played
an eminent role in Krsnaraya's expedition to Orissa. On his return to

Gandikota, from the campaign, he ruled for twenty-five years and

enthroned his son Bangaru Timma at Gandikota. During the declining

days of the Empire, when the rulers had none to fall upon, Chinna

Timma Nayudu of this family fought alone and lost his life in the
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battle-field due to the plot of Mirjumla. The descendants of the family
are now in Karvetirajapuram (in Chingleput District).

V. General Conditions

The main territorial divisions in Rayalasima in Vijayanagar

period were Adavanirajya, Srisailarajya, Rayadurgarajya, Kandanavolu-

rajya, Turimallarajya, Guttirajya, Kundurpirajya, Nidugallurajya,

Penugondarajya, Garidikotarajya, Marjavadirajya, Candragirirajya, etc.

The capitals of these provinces - Adavani, Srisailam, Rayadurga,
Kandanavolu, Turimella, Gooty, Kundurpi, Nidugallu, Penugonda,
Gandikota, Marjavadi and Chandragiri, were well fortified and some of

them are the abodes of celebrated temples attesting Vijayanagar archi-

tecture with its special features. Mostly, members of the royal family
were posted as governors of the provinces. There was a regular grada-
tion of divisions from province to village and officials from governor to

village officials.

The nayankara system and the ayagara system were the main fea-

tures of Vijayanagar polity. The Rayas left no nerve unstrained to

augment, improve and preserve irrigational projects for bringing more
land under tillage and enhance the source of revenue for the state. In

this they were followed by nobility and benefactors. For example, of
the thousand inscriptions on the temples' walls of Tirumala andTirupati
few are without providing for either building of- tanks, cutting canals

or channels, repair of old tanks or silted up channels in the g
:

fts to the

temples. Tanks of the period of the Rayas like Rayagopurams are all

over Rayalasima, bearing the characteristic names Rayasamudram or

Rayalaceruvu s e.g., Cumbumceruvu, Porumamilla Tank (by Bhaskara

Bhavadura), Rajupaiemceruvu (11 miles from Porumamilla) Rayala-
ceruvu (at Gandikota), and another Rayalaceruvu (10 miles from Tiru-

pati). In Penugonda, the hill fortress was constructed in A.D. J354,

in the reign of Bukka I 3 and was improved by Krsnaraya. The two temples
of Siva and Rama there, standing clpse to each other to the north of

the palace ~ Gagana Mahal, belong to the early Vijayanagar period.
The two Jain temples of Ajitanatha and Parsvanatha also belong to the

Sangama period. At ChandragirJ, the Mallikarjuna Tesmple built in

A.D. 1375 (early Vijayanagar period) has not got makhamantapa, a dis-

tinctive feature of the Vijayanagar temples of the sixteenth century,
while the Kodandarimasvami temple there, is in sixteenth century style

and has a mahamantapa. Srisailam, the celebrated Saivaite centre of

pilgrimage, enjoyed good patronage of the Rayas from time to time.

While Bukka I entrusted the region to the members of the Ravela family.

Harihara I built the mukhamanffipa and enjarged? the manfapa of the
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southern gopura in the Prakara of the Mallikarjuna temple. His queen
Vitthalamba built steps to Patalagahga. Krsnaraya constituted the

region into a rajya and visited the temple with his queens and made
several gifts. Parvataniyadu, a subordinate of Krsnaraya gilded with,

gold, the copper plates round the sanctum and mukhamantapa of the

temple. Candrasekharamatya, a minister of Krsnaraya, constructed

the Kalyanamantapa, and setup the images- of himself and Krsnaraya,
gilded the virnana of the temple with gold; another subordinate built

the Yagasalamantapa. Ramaraya visited the temple (A.D. 1542-43) and
made rich gifts to it. Of the three gopuras of the temple, the eastern

and the southern belong to the fourteenth century (i.e. early Vijayanagar

style) whereas the northern gopura was built in the sixteenth century
and resembles the gopuras of Vijayanagar temples at Tadipatri, The
Umamahesvara temple is in late Vijayanagar style (sixteenth century)
like the Cintala Venkataramana Temple (Tadipatri).

In Tirupati, the temple of Vehkatesvara is located at a height of

2,800 ft. above the hills near Tirupati where the seven ranges of hills

are picturesque. The rule of Vijayanagar Emperors constitutes the

brightest chapter in the history of Tirupati, as of any other pilgrim
centre in South India. The kalasa and virnana of the temple was

gilded by Mangideva (A.D. 1359). Saluva Narasimha built the thousand

pillared mantapa on the hill and Kodanda Ramasvami temple in Tiru-

pati. Krsnaraya visited the temples often and the three bronzes of Krsna-

raya and his two queens Cinnadevi and Tirumaladevi, probably comme-
morate his visits. Tallapaka Peda Tirumala renovated the Adivaraha
shrine (A.D. 1535) and Cina Tirumala renovated the Kalyana Venkate-
svara Temple at Mangapuram, near Chandragiri. Acyutaraya visited

the temples, though not so frequently as Krsnraya, and the two bronzes
near the statue of Venkatapatiraya are those of him and queen Vara-
dambika. The Tirumalaraya manlapam with a fine spring pavilien was
built bv Tirumalaraya I. Venkataraya JL, ruling from Chandragiri, often

visited Sri Venkateivara and his life size statue in the attitude of wor-

ship is close to those of Krsnaraya and his queens. Matla Kumara
Anantaraja, made himself memorable by building three important
gopuras naqiely the outermost and tallest gopura of the Govindaraja-
svami temple, Kottagbpura above Alipiri (at the foot of the hill) and
galfgopura and a flight of steps. He presented vahanas (vehicles) and
ornaments to Sri Govindarajasvami*

At Vijayanagar, considered holy as Daksinakasi, Parnpapati tem-

ple is prerVijayanagar; the VithaJasvami temple is the finest building of
its kind in South India, according to Longhurst. The Hazara Rama
temple was built by Krsnaraya after A.D. 1513. The Krsnasvami temple
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was built by him in commemoration of his victory over the Gajapad
and he brought the Krsna image from the north and consecerted it,

Acymara\a temple (A.D. 1539) is on the model of the Krsnasvami tem-

ple. Kodandaramasvami temple, near Chakratirtha like Virupaksa

temple is an earlier one. The Prasanna Virupaksa temple is an under-

ground edifice with a moat alround. Pattabhirama Temple at Kamala-

puram (4 miles from Pampapati temple) was built by Acyutaraya, while

the Anantasayanam temple near Hospet, at the approach to Nagala-

puram from Hampi was by Ramaraya (Sewell says on the basis of Paes

that it was by Krsnaraya). The great tower of gopura of the Pampapati

temple was built by Krsnaraya in commemoration of his accession.

Painting of the period is seen in the Virupaksa temple (Hampi)
the palace at Anegondi, Papanasesvara temple at Lepakshi (A,D. 1535)

and Cennakesava Temple at Sompalli (AD. 1550) (Madanapalle Taluk)
and the palace at Penukonda. Besides at Hampi, the finest sculpiure is

in Cennakesava Temple at Markapur, and VIrabhadra temple at Lepak-

shi, depicting scenes from the R$m5yana and Mahabharata> and Ven-

kataramana temple at Tadipatri built by Ramalihganayaka(A.D.l 509-1 530)

its ruler with the entire Ramayana, MahabhZrata and parts of Shjtgavata-

purana Parvatlparinaya, Siva-tandava> descent of Ganga from the head

of Siva.

Due to the proximity of the Empire of Vijayanagar and the Bah-

mani Kingdom and five succession states there are monuments, more

than in Circars, mosques and mahals in Rayalasima in a composite style,

Hindu and Muslim. Inmost cases they were originally Hindu build-

ings converted into their own by the Muslims, e.g Padma-mahal at

Hampi, Gagan-mahal> (Spring Palace) at Penukonda built by Krsnraya,
and the Palace at Chandragiri in Indo-Saracenie style. Another signi-

ficant feature (as seen from a study of the Jain buildings of the period),

is the merging of Jainism into Hinduism for the Jain conventions bor-

rowed extensively from Hindu traditions, e.g. Jain temples in Hampi,
Ganigitti temple dedicated to Kunthunatha (built by Iruguppa Danda-

nayaka in the reign of Bukka II, A.D. 1377-1404), Parsvanatha temple

by Devaraya I s (A.D. 1419-1446), the sikhara of the Parsvanatha temple
The traditional stepped pyramidal sikhara was given for Jain temples but

taken for secular buidings like palace at Chandragiri and the Chaumukh

temple plan for Padma-mahaL To Chippagiri Jain temple, Krsnaraya
made gifts; and gifts were made to Jain temples at Kurugodu. Jain

features in Hindu temples are more clearly seen in painting than in

sculpture, e.g. paintings at VIrabhadra temple in Lepakshi, built by

Virupanna,
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Dr. M.S. NARAYANA MURTI

A NOTE ON THE IVA-SAMASA

A noun ending in any case is compounded with tbc indeclinable

iva and the compound is conventionally called iva-$am3sa or sup-samdsa.

Unlike in other compounds, here the first member retains the original

case-affix as found in the analytical sentence (vigrahavakya).
1 The

compound functions as an avyayibhava* and elides the final case-affix,'

In the Vedic language the compound preserves the original accent of the

first component as against the general practice of taking accent on the

final vowel of the second member.* The examples are rathi-iva (RV.
5. 83.3), 'like a charioteer'; wr3-/w(RV. 1.85.8),

c

like heroes'; vasasi-iva,

Mike the (two) garments' ; jimiitasyeva (RV. 6.75.1), 'like the cloud' and

vZgarthaviva (Ragh, 1. 1), 'like word and meaning'.

Panini does not read any rule sanctioning the compound forma-

tion with iva. Kaiyata and Bhattoji Diksita achieve the grammatical

sanction of the compounding by sup supa> the residue got by

splitting the rule saha supa (II.i.4.) and quote a varttika for the non-

elision of case-affixes, the accent of the compound and the restriction

1. Even though the compound in this regard is similar to the aluk-samasa it

differs from the latter in that while the first member in the aluk-samasa takes

the singular case-affix (seldom the plural case-affix, but never a dual case)

irrespective of its number in the analytical sentence, in the iva-samasa it

preserves the original number of the first member. Hence we find even

prakrtibhava in the forms like vasasi-iva in which 'vasasT is in nom. dual*

2. But the compound cannot be classified under the avyaylbhava, because it does

not come under the adhikara of avyaylbhava.

Cf. sup supeti vihitt ca 'vagarthaviva* 'purvam bhuto bhutapurvah* ityadaii

avyaylbhavadivi&sasamjnah santyeva na, tattadadhikaretv asyapathat,

tiabdakaustubha (SK), II. i, 4, p. 160, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, 1929.

3. Cf. avyayad apsupah, II, iv. 82.

4, Cf. samasasya, VI i. 223.
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of the placement of the components.
5 Where as Mammata and

Narayana Bhatta achieve the sanction for the formation of the compound
as well as the placement of the components, etc.

} by a varttika. They also

differ in reading the varttika. Hence while Bhattoji reads the varttika

as ivena samaso vibhaktyalopah, purvapadaprakrnsvaratvam ca* Mammata
and Narayana Bhatta read it as ivena nityasamaso vibhaktyalopah, purva-

padaprakrtisvaraivam ca.
1 The difference lies in the fact that while the

former approves the compounding as optional (aniiya). the latter

makes it obligatory (nitya). The purpose of the present paper is to

examine whether the inclusion of the word nitya in the varttika in ques-

tion is warranted or not-

The contingency has arisen on account of the varttika under dis-

cussion being mentioned in two places by PataEjali under the rules saha

supa (II.i.4.) and kugatipradayah (II.ii.18.). It is read in both the places as

ivena vibhaktyalopaty purvapadaprakrtisvaratvam ca* The rule kugatipra-

dayah takes the word nityam from the preceding rule nityam kridajivi-

kayoh by anuvrtti and consequently sanctions obligatory compounds.
It is quite possible to take the word nitya by anuvrtti from the rule to

the varttika read under the same rule. When 'nitya' in the rule is con-

strued with the varttika, it is evident that the compound becoms obli-

gatory. As Bhattoji Diksita remarks, the mention of the varttika under

ILi.l 8 suggests that according to the Varttikakara the compounding is

But the mention of the same varttika under the rule II.i.4. raises

a question as to the purpose to be served by it. The answer is that

the mention of the v'tirttika indicates the optional formation of the com-

pound. Had PataSjali viewed the formation of the compound to be

obligatory, he would have no necessity to reproduce the varttika in the

nityadhikara. In fact PataSjali secures the sanction of Panini by

5. sup zupety asya iaksanatvat samase sidcthe karyatitaravidhanartharn vacanam,

Kaiyatas Pradlpa (KP), II.i.4, p.78, Guruprasadasastri's edn. of Mahabhasya,

1939.

'

iha uktayogabyam siddham samasam anudya vlbaktilopabhavasvarau vidhtyete,

&K, II.iAp.161.
See also :

saha supa iti siddhe samasavldhanam iva&abdasya purvanipatanivrttyartham,

a, the comm. on Siddhantakaumitdl, II. i. 4.

6. ^K. II. i, 4.

7. Mammata: Kavyapyakafa, X. 87, p. 443, Anandas'ramasamskrtagrantha-

malS 66", 1929.

Narayaiia Bhatta : Prakriyasarvasva, Part IV, Samasakhanda, I, i. 48, p. 31.

Trivandrum Sanskrit Series 174, 1954.

8. anyatha varttikaritya mtyasamasatapattau ..... , ^K, II. i. 4, p. 159.
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splitting the rule saha stipa (ll.i.4) into saha and supa. Beth the words
are independently construed with sttp (nom. sing.) and samasyate*
So the second part sup supa samasyate is taken as sanctioning the for-

mation of the compound with iva. As iva is also technically a nomi-
nal word (subanta-padd)> it .has a chance to occur in both the ways as
the first or the final member. So as to restrict the placement of iva

as the final member the varttika is quoted.
10

Bhattoji Diksita and
others follow this interpretation. Kaiyata also cpines that the correct

place of citation of the varttika is under saha supd, and it is only reca-

pitulated (smaritd) under the rule kugatipradayah.
11

The iva-samasa cannot be obligatory because of the following
reasons :

1. According to the canons of interpretation of the Paninian

system, of the- three authorities, namely Panini, Katyayanaand Patan-

jali, the succeeding one is more authoritative than the preceding one.
Hence although Katyayana views the iva-samasa as obligatory, it could
not be acceptable, for it is only optional according to Patanjali.

12

2. An obligatory compound is that, says Pataiijali, which does
not allow an analytical sentence. 1*

Expressed otherwise an obligatory

compound may be defined as that whose sense could not be expressed
by dissolving the compound into a sentence. On the other hand an

optional compound is that which does not show any specialization of
sense and as a result the components of which could also be used as

independent words in a sentence to convey the same import.

A compound becomes obligatory either (I) when the compound
acquires a specialized sense which could not be brought out by the

9. The words sup and samasyate are taken by aauvrlti from the rules

subamantrite* (II. i. 2) andprak kadarat samasah (II. i, 3) respectively.

10. As iva is in the instrumental case it does not get the technical name upa-
sarjana (cf. I. ii. 43) and consequently it does not occupy the first place (cf
II- ii. 30).

11. 'saha supa' ity atroktam apipunar iha smaranayoktam, .KP. II. ii. 18, p. 190.

See also :

'ivena' in' varttikam tu yady apt *kugati
9

ity atrapathyate, tathapi 'sup supa'
ity atratyam eva nityadhikare smarttarn ifi kaiyatah, Praudhamanorama*
II. i.4.

12. ata eva 'udbahur iva' ityadau vyastavyavahitaprayogo 'pi samgacchate* yatho-
ttararn munlnam premanyat , ^K. II. i* 4, p. 159.

13. nityah samaso nityasamaso yasya vigraho nasti, Mahabhasya (MB), II. ii. 19,

p. 197, Guruprasadasastri's edn.
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mere addition of case-affixes to the components, or (2) when one of
the components never occur as an independent word in a sentence.

Here the iva-samasa could not be obligatory semantically because
the compound does not get any specialized meaning. If it were to be

obligatory it could be justified as in the case of the upapada-samasa
like kumbhakara - which is treated as obligatory on account of the
final member not appearing as an independent word else where in usage.
But iva is found independently used in a sentence also. 14

3. The compound formed by the rule saha supa cannot be obliga-
tory because the forms secured by splitting the rule are on4y sporadic and
rare. It is only to show the sanction of Panini indirectly for the forma-
tions which are rare and unaccounted for by Panini, the rules are split.

16

Here an objection has been raised that the formation of the

compound by sup sups also becomes obligatory because it is read before
the rule vibhasa (II. L 11). The rules preceding II. i. 11 are taken
as sanctioning obligatory compounds ; otherwise Panini would have read
the rule even before II. i. 4 so that all the compounds would have
become obligatory. Hence the iva-samasa like vagarthZviva also becomes
obligatory like the avyaylbhavas - adhisiri and aksapari. But the objection
does not hold water because the very mention of the rules beginning
with avyayattt vibhakti (II. i. 5) after saha supcl which itself is sufficient
to sanction compounding, indicates that the forms secured by splitting
the rules cannot be obligatory.

16
If the rule saha supa were to enjoin

obligatory compounds, then there would not have been any necessity
for further enunciation of other rules. 17 Hence sup supa is taken as a
general rule approving the formation of compounds among competent
(samartha) words and as a special rule sanctioning the formations which
are not accounted for by any one of the rules of Panini. ls

14. Cf. anyatha varttikarltya nityasamasatnpattau *ya anayat\ 'cyonayai sampra-
yaccha* ityader asahgatatvapatteh, 'pmutasyeva* ityadau taittirtyanam
padadvayatvena pathasahgatitvac ca, ^K. II. i. 4, p. 159.

15. yogavibhagasiddhasyasarvatrikatvat, ibid.

16. *sup supa
9

iti tu na mtyasamasah. 'avyayari ityadi samasavidhanaj jnapakat
Siddhantakaumitdi, II. i. 11.

17. tatra*supsitp&ityeva*iddhe 'avyayam vibhakti> ityady avyaylbhavadividhisu
samasasamjnavidhanam vyartham sat tatpracinavaikalpihatvam jnapavati
Balamanorama 9 l\.i.ll.

'

18. tatah *supa\ supa ca saha sup samasyate. adhikaraS ca laksanam ca. yasya
samasasyanyallaksanam nasti idam tasya laksanam bhavisyati, *MB. II. i. 4,
p. 77,

Cf. atra yasyanyat samasalaksanam nasti, <sup sup& ity eva tatra samasah
kartavyak, Ka&fca, VI. ii. 69.
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4. The formation of the compound cannot be maintained as
obligatory even in the Vedic language. In fact it is only to account for
the accent, the word iva is taken as compounded with its P re-edin<*word in a sentence. In the Vedic the particle iva is always unaccented"
and to justify the absence of the acute accent for 'iva

9
it is taken as a

member of a compound. It is interesting to note that the Pada-pithaof the Taittiriya-samhita shows iva as an independent particle while the
Pada-paiha of the Rgveda always treats iva as a member of a compoundformed with its preceding word. For example while the Pad^-patha of
TS shows the Samhita expression jimutasyeva as jlmutasya ; iva (TS.
4.6.6.1) as two independent words, the Pada-paiha of RV gives it as a
compound with an avagraha (*-) as jimutasya*-iva (RV. 6.75.1). But in the
classical language the compounding could not be justified on the same
ground because the accent is no longer preserved in later ages.

-

5. Even according to the Poetics, Mammata could not be justified
in incorporating the word nityam in the varttika. The poeticians would
like to justify the compounding of iva on the ground that it would result
in a subtle shade of simile. The function of iva either in a sentence or
in a compound is to indicate the comparison and it is construed with the
upamZna. When iva is immediately preceded by the upamana, the
expression is treated as a compound. For example Mallinatha takes
v$garth*viva (Ragh. I. 1) as a compound21

, while udbahur iva (Ragh, I. 3)
as independent words. In the latter instance iva goes in construction
with vamzna (cf. udbahur iva vamandhf}. The poeticians attribute a

special distinction of comparison when iva is compounded with the
upamana when it is in a sentence. Mammata uses two different names
samasaga srauti purnopama in the former case and^vakyagtt srauti

19. A. A. Macdonell : A Vedic Grammar for Students, p. 452, SAb, (1966).

20. iva&abdaprayoge tu bahyat sambandhino vina /

nadhikyam upamane
9
sti dyotakah samprayujyate / /

Vakycpadlya, III. Vrlti. 542.

21. vagarthavivetyckam padam* ivena saha samaso vibhaktyalopaS ca purvapada-
prakrtisvaratvam ceti vaktavyam, Mallinatha on Ragh. I. 1, p. 2. M.R. Kale's
edition (1925).

In some editions the word nitya is also incorporated in the varttika. But
this addition is wrong. For example see Raghuvamamahakavyam> edited by
Brahmasankaramisra and published by Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series office,

KasTsamskrtagranthamala, 51, 1956.

22. udbahuh phalagr&hanayocchritdhastah vamnnah kharvah iva, Mallinatha on
Ragh. I. 3, p. 3.

'
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purnopamfi in the latter." But this double distinction is possible only
when iva has got an independent usage as well as a member of a com-

pound. As pointed out already, if iva-samasa were to be- obligatory-

there would not have been any chance for iva to occur independently/
4

The discussion in the foregoing pages would suggest the following

conclusions :

(i) Even though Katyayana intends the iva-samasa to be obligatory
it should be taken as optional on the strength of PataiTjali's statement.

(ii)
The inclusion of'mtya in the varttika by Mammata and Nara-

yana Bhatta is due to misinterpretation of the Bhasya.

(iii) The upamana alone could be compounded with iva and hence

when iva is preceded by the ttpamSna the two words are treated morpho-

logically as a compound.
28

(iv) The iva-sam3sa is best useful to distinguish the upamana from

the upameya in cases of misconstruction of one for the other.

(v) The distinction of the upama into vakyaga srauti and sam3sag3
srautl does not serve any purpose but to make complication. Even if

iva is taken as an independent constituent in a sentence, the meaning
does not change in any way. Hence Jagannatha Pandita affirms that iva-

samZsa is not obligatory.
2*

(vi) The varttikais also mentioned under the rule kugatipradayah
in order to suggest that

(a) Kityana reads the v&rttika under this rule, and

(b) as Nagesa points out, it is to indicate that the word nityam in

the rule should not be taken to the varttika also by anwrtti."

23. sadharmyam upama bhede, purna lupta ca, sagrima !

frautyarthi ca bhaved vakye satriase taddhite tatha / /

KavyaprakaSa, X. 87, p. 438.

24. Cf. ivasamase samasagam frautJm upamam udaharatam alahkarikanam prati-

kulam ca, $K. II. i. 4,' p. 160.

25. For example while vagarthaviva could be taken as a compound,
l

visvak* and

'iva' in the expression kacacitau visvag fvagajau gajau (Kir. I. 36) are treated

as two independent words because 'visvak
9
is not the upamana but gajau. Thus

Battoji's statement is remarkable: 'vagarthaviva' ityadav ivafabdas tu

samastafi prtftaf va. *ubbahur iva vamanah',
*
kacacitau visvag ivagajau gajau*

ityadauprthagevcti tattvam, !K. II. L 4, p. 159.

26. ivena samasa ity eva pathan nityatvabhavad Rasagangadhara, p. 213,

KavyamaJa series 12, 1939.

: . 27. etenanityartham idam ity apastam. tad bhasyapramanyeneka varttikesu nitya-

padasambandhad ttit NagcsVs Udyota (the subcomm. on MB), II. ii. IS. p. 190.
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